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Creator History
The International Gay Information Center, Inc. was founded in 1982 for the purpose of collecting and
preserving historical materials documenting the gay and lesbian history and culture.
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Custodial History
The materials in this record group were culled from the personal papers and institutional records
collected by the International Gay Information Center in the early 1980s. The provenance of these
materials has not usually been documented, but in a few instances it has been possible to trace the
origins of the materials. For example, one set of interviews is known to have been conducted by the
historian John D'Emilio (subseries 1. 1), and the Intergay radio program originated at radio station
WBAI (subseries 5. 1)
It is probable that many of the other materials originated with the organizations whose records are
included in the IGIC collection. It is likely, for example, that audiotapes of radio shows on homosexuality
dating from the 1950s came from the files of the Mattachine Society. However, such inferences about
the provenance of the materials cannot be made with any certainty.

Scope and Content Note
These materials document the development of an underground gay subculture in the 1950s and 1960s,
the emergence of the gay rights movement after the Stonewall Riots of 1969 and the evolution of gay
and lesbian communities with their own distinct cultures in the 1970s and 1980s.
Information on the gay movement in the 1950s and 1960s is found primarily in the interviews, which
also provide some data on the gay culture of the 1930s and 1940s. The interviews with Harry Hay and
James Kepner (in subseries 1.1 and 1.3) are especially noteworthy for their extensive detailed
recollections of gay culture in the decades prior to 1970. These sources mainly document
developments in Los Angeles and San Francisco. There are also recordings of meetings (series 2.0)
and radio talks shows (subseries 5.2) that document the internal developments in the gay movement
and social attitudes towards homosexuality during this period.
The materials provide extensive data on the beginnings of the gay rights movement in the early 1970s.
The interviews provide contemporary documentation on the development of a number of local gay
organizations (in subseries 1.2) and include recollections from individuals who were active in the
movement at a national level. There are also recordings of a few gay meetings from this period, such as
the Rhode Island Gay Conference of 1974 (Series 2.0).
The materials provide the strongest documentation on the solidification of gay communities and the
flowering of gay culture in the late 1970s and 1980s, particularly in the New York City area. The
strengthening of gay identity and the evolution of a gay culture during this period is documented in the
lectures on gay art and history (subseries 3.1, 3.2), gay radio shows (subseries 5.1, 5.2), and in
recordings of gay music, gay comedy performances, and gay poetry readings (Series 4.0). The records
of the IGIC (Series 6.0), which are a product of the community's effort to preserve a shared past, also
provide evidence of the growing coherence of the gay community. The interviews, some of which are
with gay performers (subseries 1.3), also chronicle the development of gay culture and the changing
meaning of gay identity during this period.
These audio-visual materials also provide some information on other social movements that influenced
or had contact with the gay rights movement, such as the civil rights movement, the black power
movement, the feminist movement, and the Vietnam anti-war movement. There are scattered
references to these movements in the interviews (Series 1.0), lectures (3.0), and radio and television
programs (Series 5.0). The Open Channel Television Programs (subseries 5.3), which contain few
references to gays, include programs created by several community groups in the New York area, which
ii

reflect the social movements of the early 1970s.

Key Terms
Subjects
Gay liberation movement
Gay men -- United States -- Interviews
Genre/Physical Characteristic
Motion pictures (visual works)
Sound recordings
Video recordings (physical artifacts)
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Container List
1. Interviews 1973-1983
Consists of interviews conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, most of which are with gay activists,
members of gay organizations, and prominent figures in the gay community. These record the
beginnings of the gay rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s, and document the development
of gay organizations, communities and culture in the 1970s and 1980s. They also provide
information on the changing significance of gay identity during these periods.

1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio 1976-1979
Consists of oral history interviews conducted by John D'Emilio in the course of researching his
book, Sexual Politics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the United
States, 1940-1970. The interviews chronicle the development of an underground gay
movement, particularly in San Francisco and Los Angeles, from the late 1940s to the late
1960s. They document the development of a number of early gay organizations such as the
Gay Liberation Front, the League for Civil Education, the Student Homophile League, the
Tavern Guild, the Society for Individual Rights, the Mattachine Society and One, Inc. The
documentation on the last two organizations is especially strong, as a number of leaders from
both organizations were interviewed.
The interviews also provide information about the involvement of gays in other organizations
including the Communist Party, the Science Fiction Society, and Glide Memorial Church (in San
Francisco). A few of the interviews also touch on the impact of the civil rights movement, the
Vietnam anti-war movement and the Stonewall Riots on the gay movement. Most of the
interviewees relate how they discovered and came to terms with their sexual orientation. These
discussions document the changing meaning of gay identity over several decades. Of particular
interest for this subject are the extended interviews with Harry Hay and James Kepner, which
document gay life in the 1930s and 1940s. The persons for whom there are interviews in this
subseries are as follows:.
206008

Bill Beardemphl Interview 1976 November 26
Beardemphl, William E., 1927?-2002 (Interviewee)
An interview with William Beardemphl conducted John D'Emilio on November 26, 1976.
Beardemphl discusses the Gay Rights Movement in the early 1960s, and describes meetings
of the Mattachine Society and the Society for Individual Rights.

206048

Lisa Ben Interview 1977 January 9
Part 1 of an interview with Lisa Ben (a pseudonym) conducted by John D'Emilio on January
9, 1977. Ben describes her experiences as a lesbian folk musician, and performs the
following songs: "The Fairy from Tulare", (a parody of Okee from Muskogee); "Crusin' Down
the Boulevard"; "Frankie and Johnny;" "The Girl that I Marry".

206028

Gerard Brissette Interview 1876 November 1
An interview with Gerard Brissette conducted by John D'Emilio on November 11, 1976 in El
Cerrito, California. Brissette describes his initial contact with the Mattachine Society; his
acquaintance with Harry Hay; Hay's interest in anthropology and his desire to organize
Mattachine as a secret society with different orders; conflict between left-wing and right-wing
members of the Mattachine Society; and the role of women and church members in the
Mattachine Society. He mentions Mattachine branches in Laguna Beach, San Diego, San
Francisco, Hollywood, and Los Angeles. He also discusses David Finn [sp?], an employee of
California Governor Pat Brown, who was suspected by some gay activists of being an FBI
agent.

206001

Kenneth Burns Interview 1977 January 10
Part of an interview with Kenneth Burns conducted by John D'Emilio on January 10, 1977.
Burns describes his involvement with the Mattachine Society at a time when it functioned as
a secret society with different orders. He tells of attending certain Mattachine events, such as
discussion groups and fundraisers. A portion of the interview appears to be missing.

206042

Hal Call Interview, pt. 1 1976 November 16
Part 1 of an interview with Harold (Hal) Call conducted by John D'Emilio on November 16,
1976. Call discusses his experiences in the gay movement, particularly in the Mattachine
Society in California, during the years 1953-1956. He describes differences between gay
activists in San Francisco and Los Angeles; his arrest in Chicago; the development of the
constitution of the Mattachine Society; and the relationship between the Mattachine Society
and the Society of American Friends.
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1. Interviews (cont.)
1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio (cont.)
206031

Hal Call Interview, pt. 2 1976 November 16
Part 2 of an interview with Harold (Hal) Call conducted by John D'Emilio on November 16,
1976. Call discusses the beginnings of the Mattachine Society in the late 1950s. He
describes a scandal that occurred in 1959 when a newspaper published the name of one of
the members of the San Francisco chapter of the Mattachine Society. He also describes the
Mattachine Society's relationship with Glide Memorial Church (in San Francisco) and with
women's organizations.

206034

Curtis Dewees interview 1979 January 29
An interview with Curtis Dewees conducted by John D'Emilio in New York on January 29,
1979. Dewees describes his experiences as president of the Mattachine Society in 19621963, discusses the founding of the New York City chapter of the Society about 1955;
explains the role of Joe McCarthy in the organization; discusses two predecessor
organizations: The League and the Veterans Benevolent Association; and recalls the
development of The Mattachine Review. Time:58:14.

206065

Mark Forrester Interview 1976 December 9
Part 1 of an interview with Mark Forrester conducted by John D'Emilio on December 9, 1976.
Forrester explains the reasons for his involvement with the Society for Individual Rights (SIR)
in San Francisco. He describes the dissatisfaction with the Mattachine Society, which led to
the formation of SIR in 1964, and his own disagreements with changes in SIR's focus in
1966. He also discusses his involvement in the war on poverty and MACO, a Kansas City
coalition of gay organizations.

206027

James Gruber Interview, pt. 1 1976 December 28
Part 1 of an interview with James Gruber conducted by John D'Emilio on December 28, 1976.
Gruber discusses his membership in the Mattachine Society and the arrest and trial of Dale
Jennings, which he describes as a turning point in gay history.

205998

James Gruber Interview, pt. 2 1976 December 28
Part 2 of an interview with James Gruber conducted by John D'Emilio on December 28, 1976.
In this segment, Gruber describes an unnamed gay organization that had a great deal of
internal dissension. He also discusses homosexuals who were expelled from the Communist
Party.

206024

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 1 1976 October
Part 1 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Hay describes his childhood in Scotland, his relationship with
his parents, and how he discovered his homosexuality.

206018

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 2 1976 October
Part 2 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment, Hay describes his experiences growing up in a small town, and discusses what
it was like to be gay there.

206003

Harry Hay interview, pt. 3 1976 October
Part 3 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Hay describes aspects of the underground gay culture of the
1930s and 1940s, such as a gay "speakeasy" in San Francisco, and gay parties. He also
discusses his reasons for leaving gay life in the 1930s, and his involvement with agitprop
street theatre sponsored by the Communist Party in Los Angeles.

206004

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 4 1976 October
Part 4 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted at his home in San Juan Pueblo, New
Mexico, by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In this segment of the interview, Hay
discusses his reasons for joining the Communist Party; the suppression of popular protests in
the 1930s; and his involvement with a theatre group in Los Angeles that conducted agitprop
for the Communist Party.

206002

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 5 1976 October
Part 5 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Hay describes his experiences in World War II; leftist politics in
the 1930s; his involvement with the collection and performance of folk music; the structure of
the Communist Party in the 1940s; a meeting with Dorothy Healey at a conference in 1945;
the use of agitprop by the Communist Party; his involvement with the Henry Wallace
campaign in 1948; and a gay "beer bust" held in Los Angeles in 1948 that was a turning point
for gay men in the area.
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1. Interviews (cont.)
1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio (cont.)
206026

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 6 1976 October 17
Part 6 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment, Hay describes his experiences of having an active gay life while being married.

206019

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 7 1976 October 19
Part 7 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment, Hay discusses his involvement with various gay organizations after he was
compelled to resign from the Communist Party in 1958.

206005

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 8 1976 October
Part 8 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment he discusses the arrest and trial of Dale Jennings, which mobilized the gay
community in the Los Angeles area in the early 1950s. He also discusses the development of
a gay culture with its own distinct rituals, and gay parties and dances that were held in the
Los Angeles during this period.

206006

Harry Hay Interview, pt. 9 1976 October
Part 9 of an interview with Harry Hay conducted by John D'Emilio on October 16-19, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Hay describes gay activities in the Los Angeles area in the
1950s including appeals made by gays to the Bar Association and the Psychiatric
Association; gay discussion groups in Laguna Beach and San Juan Capistrano; attempts to
have gay events announced on radio; the involvement of gay men in the Communist Party; a
Mozuma Beach Conference held in 1952 or 1953; and the beginnings of the Mattachine
Society.

206021

Evelyn Hooker interview 1976 November 4
An interview with Evelyn Hooker conducted by John D'Emilio on November 11, 1976. Hooker
explains how she became interested in male homosexuality as a topic of research during
World War II.

206014

Dorrwin Jones Interview, pt. 1 1976 December 10
Part 1 of an interview with Dorrwin Jones conducted by John D'Emilio on December 10,
1976. In this segment of the interview, Jones describes the social ostracism of homosexuals
in the 1950s and 1960s.

206020

Dorrwin Jones Interview, pt. 2 1976 December 20
Part 2 of an interview with Dorrwin Jones conducted by John D'Emilio on December 10,
1976. In this segment of the interview, Jones details his participation in the Mattachine
Society; compares the New York and San Francisco chapters; and describes the decline in
membership of this organization. He also discusses his involvement with Society for
Individual Rights.

205999

Eric Jubler Interview 1976 October 27
An interview with Eric Jubler conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles on October 27,
1976. Jubler, a Los Angeles lawyer, represented One magazine in a court case against the U.
S. Postmaster, Otto K. Olson, who refused to deliver the publication. Jubler relates that
following this case, he began to develop a gay clientele, and he discusses the attitudes of the
police, lawyers, and judges towards homosexuals.

206279

James Kepner interview 1976 September 27
Part one of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio on September 2730, 1976. In this segment of the interview, Kepner describes his childhood in Galveston,
Texas; his interest in becoming a minister; his first heterosexual and homosexual
experiences; a sexual encounter with a sailor; and raids on gay bars in San Francisco.

206037

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 27
Part 2 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in the offices of One,
Inc. in Los Angeles on September 27-30, 1976. In this segment of the interview, recorded on
September 27, 1976, Kepner describes his experiences in the gay subculture in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and New York City from the 1950s to the 1970s. He discusses some of his
sexual affairs; his work in the shipyards in San Francisco; contact with members of the
Communist Party; and the interest of some gay men in science fiction.

206117

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 27
Part 3 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 27, 1976, Kepner describes his
involvement with the Communist party and discusses other persons who were members at
the time. He explains that the party investigated him when he joined, and that many members
were science fiction fans. He also describes his relationships with women and how they felt
when they learned he was gay.
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1. Interviews (cont.)
1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio (cont.)
205995

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 28
Part 4 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 28, 1976, Kepner describes the
history of the Mattachine Society in the early 1950s. He also discusses his membership in the
Science Fiction Society.

206030

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 28
Part 5 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 28, 1976, Kepner describes the
internal politics of the Mattachine Society; disagreements over the structure of the
organization; and a national conference of the members. He mentions local chapters of the
Mattachine Society in Chicago, Los Angeles, and St. Louis.

206033

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 28
Part 6 of interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976. In
this segment of the interview, recorded on September 28, 1976, Kepner describes early
meetings of the Mattachine Society in Los Angeles; the beginnings of One magazine; the
involvement of homosexuals in the Communist party in the 1950s; relationship of
homosexuals to religious organizations; and the different terms that were used to describe
gay men.

206062

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 28
Part 7 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 28, 1976, Kepner describes classes
developed by the Mattachine Society that were offered as college extension courses;
Mattachine conventions in the 1950s; the role of women in One, Inc.; and the differences
between the New York and Los Angeles chapters of the Mattachine Society in the late 1950s
and early 1960s.

206039

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 29
Part 8 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 29, 1976, Kepner discusses gay life
in California in the 1960s. He describes the activities of the Society for Individual Rights; the
Student Homophile League; the Mattachine Society, and One, Inc. He also describes
interaction between feminists and gay activists during this period. .

206038

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 29
Part 9 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976.
In this segment of the interview, recorded on September 29, 1976, Kepner discusses his
involvement with the Los Angeles chapter of the Mattachine Society; a magazine he founded
in 1962, which lasted for two issues; gay protests against the Los Angeles Police
Department; a raid against the Black Cat bar in the mid-1960s; and Pride Newsletter, a
current publication.

206023

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 30
Part 10 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in
1976. In this segment, recorded on September 30, 1976, Kepner discusses an organization
known as HELP, which had a defense fund to assist with the legal costs of homosexuals
arrested in the late 1960s. He describes the raids on gay bars that were common at that time.

206052

James Kepner Interview 1976 September 30
Part 11 of an interview with James Kepner conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in
1976. In this segment, recorded on September 30, 1976 Kepner describes an anti-gay riot at
the Black Cat bar; gay protests against a church; a march held by the Gay Liberation Front;
an organization on Hoover St. called "NCC"; and the development of gay political power in
Los Angeles. He mentions the Janus Society, One, Inc; and gay activists Morris [Kight?], Troy,
Dorr Legg, and Don Slater.

206025

Donald Kilhefner interview 1976 November 2
An interview with Donald Kilhefner conducted by John D'Emilio on November 2, 1976.
Kilhefner discusses his involvement with the Gay Liberation Front.

206022

Morris Kight interview, pt. 1 1976 October 2
Part 1 of an interview with Morris Kight conducted John D'Emilio on October 2, 1976. In this
segment of the interview, Kight discusses his move to Los Angeles in 1958, and his
involvement in the gay movement there after that.
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1. Interviews (cont.)
1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio (cont.)
205994

Morris Kight Interview, pt. 2 1976 October 2
Part 2 of an interview with Morris Kight conducted by John D'Emilio on October 2, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Kight discusses his personal experiences as a gay man,
including an encounter with a doctor who sought to "cure" homosexuality with behavior
modification techniques. He also discusses the impact of the 1969 Stonewall Riots on the gay
movement.

206053

Morris Kight Interview, pt. 3 1976 October 2
Part 3 of an interview with Morris Kight conducted by John D'Emilio on October 2, 1976. In
this segment, Kight summarizes his feelings about being gay, and stresses the importance of
recording oral histories.

206016

Dorr Legg Interview 1976 October 6
Part 1 of an interview with Dorr Legg conducted by John D'Emilio at the offices of One
magazine in Los Angeles on October 6-8, 1976. In this segment of the interview, Legg
discusses his experiences as gay man in a small town and his relations with his family.

206017

Dorr Legg interview 1976 October 6
Part 2 of an interview with Dorr Legg conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976. In
this segment, recorded on October 6, 1976, Legg discusses his involvement with gay
organizations in Los Angeles, such as The Gay Liberation Organization. He also describes
the response of the wider society in Los Angeles to the gay movement. The second half of
the tape is barely audible.

206058

Dorr Legg interview 1976 October 6
Part 3 of an interview with Dorr Legg conducted by John D'Emilio on in Los Angeles, in 1976.
In this segment, recorded on October 6, 1976, Legg discusses the sudden growth of the
Mattachine Society after the Cincinnati conference in 1965; the difficulties One, Inc. had with
the Post Office in the early 1950s; and the development of a scientific basis for homosexuality
rooted in anthropology.

206060

Dorr Legg Interview 1976 October 8
Part 4 of an interview with Dorr Legg conducted by John D'Emilio in Los Angeles in 1976. In
this segment, recorded on October 8, 1976, Legg discusses the relationship between One,
Inc. and the Mattachine Society; and describes the early publishing policies of One
magazine.

206029

Larry Littlejohn Interview 1976 December 7
Part 1 of an interview with Larry Littlejohn conducted by John D'Emilio on December 7, 1976.
In this segment, Littlejohn describes his initial contact with the gay movement in San
Francisco about 1957 and his involvement with New York chapter of the Mattachine Society.

206055

Larry Littlejohn Interview 1976 December 7
Part 2 of an interview with Larry Littlejohn conducted by John D'Emilio on December 7, 1976.
Littlejohn discusses the public perception of homosexuals in the late 1960s, and describes
the attempts of some to appear "normal."

206054

Donald Lucas Interview 1976 November 23
Part 2 of an interview with Don Lucas conducted by John D'Emilio on November 23, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Lucas describes his experiences with "Hospitality House", an
institution in Cincinnati that provided support to prostitutes and drug dealers from 1954 to the
1970s. Lucas also mentions a political coalition that emerged in Cincinnati in the 1960s that
included gays. Part 1 of this interview has not been located.

206051

Colin MacQueen Interview 1976 October 26
Part 1 of an interview with Colin MacQueen conducted by John D'Emilio on October 26, 1976
at MacQueen's home in Glendale, California. In this segment of the interview, MacQueen
discusses his experiences at an unidentified center, which provided medical, legal, and
financial assistance to homosexuals. He describes the house that was rented for the center;
the role of women there; disagreements among the staff over the use of federal funding; the
methods of decision making at the center; and the resignation of Donald Kilhefner. Among
those he mentions as prominent members of the center are: Richard Nash, director; Morris
[Kight?]; Betty Taylor; Rosalyn Allen; Donald Kilhefner, executive director; and Terry O'Brien,
president.
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1. Interviews (cont.)
1.1 Interviews Conducted by John D'Emilio (cont.)
206044

Colin MacQueen Interview 1976 December 26
Part 2 of an interview with Colin Macqueen conducted by John D'Emilio on October 26, 1976.
In this segment of the interview, MacQueen discusses an unidentified gay organization in
which Donald Kilhefner was a leading figure. He relates that the organization was poorly
organized, that they attempted to purchase property on Highland Avenue, that there was a
board of directors, and that there was a failed strike by staff members.

205997

George Mendenhall Interview 1976 December 2
Part 2 of an interview with George Mendenhall, conducted by John D'Emilio on December 2,
1976. Mendenhall describes attempts to have homosexuals recognized as equals in Los
Angeles in the arenas of politics, religion, and social life.

206045

Richard Nash Interview 1976 October 30
Part 1 of an interview with Richard Nash conducted by John D'Emilio on October 30, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Nash describes an unidentified organization that provided
medical, legal and financial assistance to gay men, two of whose members were Kenneth
Bentley [sp?] and Morris Kight. He discusses a strike that resulted from this, and explains
why he was fired from the organization.

206050

Richard Nash interview 1976 October 30
Part 2 of an interview with Richard Nash conducted by John D'Emilio on October 30, 1976. In
this segment of the interview, Nash discusses his membership in the Gay Liberation Front
(GLF), and describes the differences in philosophy between GLF and the Mattachine Society,
especially the importance of being open about one's sexuality in the GLF.

206046

Dale Olson Interview 1977 January 7
An interview with Dale Olson conducted by John D'Emilio on January 7, 1977. Olson
describes his initial contact with the Mattachine Society; his participation in Mattachine
discussion groups; different views of the gay movement within the Mattachine Society; Dr.
Alfred Kinsey's contact with the Mattachine Society; organizing conventions and recruitment
of new members; and the split between One, Inc. and the Mattachine Society.

206032

Bill Plath interview 1976 December 17
An interview with Bill Plath conducted by John D'Emilio on December 17, 1976. Plath owned
a bar in San Francisco that was frequented by gay men. He discusses police harassment of
gay bars; bribes paid to the police; the formation of the Tavern Guild; the formation of the
League for Civil Education; and the activities of the Society for Individual Rights.

206049

Herb Selwyn Interview 1976 October 25
An interview with Herb Selwyn, conducted by John D'Emilio on October 25, 1976. Selwyn, a
lawyer for the Mattachine Society, discusses the attitudes of lawyers and police towards gay
men. He describes a form a police entrapment of homosexuals known as "trolling". He also
explains how he developed a gay clientele because of his work for the Mattachine Society.

206059

Mike Silverstein Interview 1976 December 9
Part 1 of an interview with Mike Silverstein conducted by John D'Emilio on December 9,
1976. Silverstein discusses his involvement with the Gay Liberation Front (GLF) and explains
how that involvement stemmed from his participation in protests against the Vietnam War. He
describes his experiences in GLF-related activities in California and New York. He also recalls
some of the differences between different chapters, even within the same city.

206061

Konrad Stevens Interview 1977 January 5
Part 1 of an interview with Konrad Stevens conducted by John D'Emilio on January 5, 1977.
In this segment of the interview, Stevens describes his role in the formation of the Mattachine
Society in Los Angeles, the police harassment of gay bars in that city, and his involvement
with Mattachine discussion groups.

206047

Konrad Stevens Interview 1977 January 5
Part 2 of an interview with Konrad Stevens conducted by John D'Emilio on January 5, 1977.
In this segment of the interview, Stevens discusses his involvement with the Mattachine
Society; One, Inc; and The Fifth Order. (The latter was a unit of the Mattachine Society
composed of its founding members).
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1. Interviews (cont.)

1.2 Interviews Concerning Gay Organizations 1973-1974
This subseries consists of interviews conducted by an unidentified researcher who was
studying the structure of gay organizations and the meaning of gay identity in the early 1970s.
These are usually group interviews, with several members of an organization; the interviewees
are rarely identified. Almost all of the interviews begin with someone offering a history of the
organization, after which individuals usually describe their personal experiences with it. Often
the interviewees also describe their personal histories and explain how the organization
affected their own personal development. There are interviews concerning organizations from
various regions of the continental United States, but approximately half of them document gay
organizations on the East Coast.
206077

ACLU Gay Rights Panel, Los Angeles 1974 June 15
An interview conducted at a public meeting, apparently a gay rights panel discussion
sponsored by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). The interviewee is identified on the
original tape as Walter Bloomfield. He discusses gay lawyers, the role of the ACLU in the
promotion of gay rights, and various services offered by the ACLU.

206125

Athens Council for Gay Education 1974
An interview with two members of the Athens Council for Gay Education, one of whom is
identified as Ray. At the beginning of the recording, the interviewees describe the history and
purpose of the organization. They then discuss the finances of the Council, the meaning of
gay identity, and the experiences of the Gay Liberation Front and other gay organizations in
Atlanta. Time: 1:12:31.

206123

Atlanta Gay Information Service Interview 1974 March 7
Part 2 of an interview with members of the Atlanta Gay Information Service, conducted on
March 7, 1974. In this segment, the interviewees discuss funding for their organization and
the struggle against discrimination in hiring by area businesses. At 19:00, an interview with a
member of the Chicago Gay People's Legal Committee begins. He discusses a several cases
and legal issues, including a brawl involving gay college students, the "DC Twelve", and
sodomy laws. He also describes the difficulty of being the only gay lawyer on the Committee.

206122

Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance Interview 1974 January 7
An interview with a group of members of the Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance, conducted on
March 7, 1974. They provide a history of the group, and discuss the difficulties of being
lesbian and of being labeled "butch" or "femme." They also briefly talk about the differences in
attitudes towards gay men and lesbians. Beginning at 19: 45 on side B there is an interview
with members of the Atlanta Gay Information Service. They discuss the history of their
organization and the disappearance of the Gay Liberation Front in Atlanta.

206105

Circle of Friends/Daughters of Bilitis Interview - Dallas 1974
An interview with Rob Shivers and Chris McKee, members of the Daughters of Bilitis,
conducted in Dallas. They give a history of the group, explain its relationship to Circle of
Friends, and discuss its goals and activities. They also relate some of the difficulties they
have encountered in their fight for human rights. Time: 1:04:32.

206090

Council for Religion and Homophiles 1974
An interview with Rev. William Jolius, of the Council for Religion and Homophiles, conducted
on June 17, 1974. He discusses those who have left the church because of their
homosexuality, and explains his desire for the establishment of a gay community center in the
area.

206124

Daughters of Bilitis, Northwood, New Hampshire / Gay in Vermont 1974
March 21
An interview with members of the Daughters of Bilitis conducted on March 21, 1974. The
interviewees discuss problems they have had with the post office, alcoholism among gays,
activities sponsored by their organization, and problems lesbians have in finding social
acceptance. At 26: 00, the interviewer offers a brief history of the group. This is followed by
an interview with members of the organization, Gay in Vermont, conducted on March 27,
1974. The interviewees speak of organized gay protests and unemployment among
homosexuals. On side B at 21: 00, a recording of dictated notes for a book begins. This work,
apparently called The Second Society, deals with histories of various gay groups and of the
gay movement in general.
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206120

Ninth Street Center/Eulenspiegel Society Interviews 1974 May 12
This recording consists of two interviews conducted on May 12, 1974. Side A is an interview
with Dean Hammotleof the Ninth Street Center in New York City. He offers a brief history of
the center, and discusses its services, finances, female membership, and various difficulties
the center has faced. Side B is an interview with an unidentified member of the Eulenspiegel
Society, a masochist group in New York City. The interviewee provides a history of the group,
discusses the services it offers, and describes their support group meetings. He also explains
his views of masochism and draws a distinction between gay and heterosexual masochism
three minutes later. At 200 minutes into the tape there is an example of a typical meeting.

206121

Eulenspiegel Society Meeting 1974 May 12
The conclusion of a recording of an Eulenspiegel Society meeting held on May 12, 1974.

206129

Gamelan (Gay MENSA) - Los Angeles 1974 January 22
An interview with an unidentified member of Gamelan (Gay Mensa) in Los Angeles,
conducted on January 22, 1974. The interview provides a history of Gamelan, explains the
purpose of the organization, and discusses how Gamelan membership relates to the identity
of its members. At 25: 00, the interviewee discusses the difficulties homosexuals have in the
wider society. At 37: 00, the subject returns to intellectual aspects of gay identity.

206136

Gay Culture News/Gay Speaker's Bureau 1974
This tape contains recordings of two interviews. On Side A, there is an interview with an
unidentified person involved with the production of Gay Culture News, a newsletter published
in Boston. The interviewee recounts the history of the publication, and discusses its content.
Side B is an interview with an unidentified member of the Gay Speaker's Bureau, located in
Boston. The interviewee discusses the organization's membership, how the group is viewed
by homosexuals and heterosexuals, and their goals in addressing different audiences. He
also discusses the impact that public discourse on homosexuality has had on the gay
community and on attitudes of the public toward gays.

206076

Gay House, Minneapolis Interviews 1974 May 31
There are two interviews on this tape. The first is with an unidentified man who describes his
guilt, loneliness, and alienation as a gay youth. The second interview is with an unidentified
man conducted at the Gay House in Minneapolis, Minnesota, on May 31, 1974. A brief
history of the Gay House is given. This is followed by a discussion of programs run by the
house, and gay bars in the Minneapolis area. The original tape was labelled "GLF [Gay
Liberation Front] Minneapolis".

206135

Gay Liberator/Archbishop Zabrowski/Gay Liberation Front, Ann Arbor 1974
This recording consists of three interviews. The first is with an unidentified writer for The Gay
Liberator, which was conducted on May 27, 1974. He discusses the history of the paper and
the type of materials they publish. Beginning at 19: 00, there is an interview with Archbishop
Zabrowski of St. Gregory's Old Catholic Church, who describes the difficulties of being gay in
the church. At 16: 00 on Side B, there is an interview with an unidentified member of the Ann
Arbor chapter of the Gay Liberation Front. He describes the history of that chapter of the GLF
and discusses their current activities.

206134

Gay Liberation Front/ Free Spirit Fellowship Interviews 1974
This tape contains recordings of two interviews. The first, with Bob Ivy, a member of the Gay
Liberation Front (GLF) at the University of Florida, was conducted in 1974. He gives a history
of the organization, which was founded by Julius Johnson in 1971. He also describes the
membership of the group, and discusses a legal case the GLF is trying to get the ACLU to
take on. At 19:30 an unidentified woman joins the conversation, and speaks of the future of
GLF. At 33:00, a second interview begins. This is with an unidentified member of the Chicago
Gay Spirit Fellowship. The interviewee discusses the purpose of this group, other gay groups
in the Chicago area, and the splintering of the gay movement.

206108

Gay Liberation Front Interviews 1973
This first segment of the tape is an interview with John Paul Hudson, who discusses the
attitude of society towards homosexual relationships and offers his opinion of the Gay
Liberation Front (GLF). The next segment of the tape is an interview with an unidentified
member of the GLF at the University of Iowa, conducted on November 6, 1973. He gives a
history of the organization and describes the services offered for students. Time: 1:33:15.

206133

Gay People's Alliance/Gay Liberation Front 1973
Side A consists of an interview with an unidentified member of the Gay People's Alliance in
Washington D. C. Side B is an interview with an unidentified member of the GLF at the
University of Iowa taped on November 6, 1973. Both interviewees discuss the portrayal of
homosexuals in the media and the coverage they receive and how they are perceived by the
communities in which they reside.
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206126

Interview with Gay Student in Maine 1974 April 22
An interview with an unidentified gay student, apparently from a college in Maine, which was
conducted on April 22, 1974. The interviewee describes an attempt by a gay organization on
campus to hold a gay conference in the university library that was blocked by the university
administration. He also discusses the activities and internal politics of the Gay Support and
Action Group. Tape is marked "Wilde-Stein/Bangor Group/Hancock Co."

206130

Hampshire Gay Friends 1974 March 23
An interview with an unidentified member of Hampshire Gay Friends, which was conducted
on March 23, 1974. The interviewee provides a history of the group, and describes their
meetings and activities. At 12:00 he begins a discussion of the issue of "coming out".

206128

Homophile Community Health Service, Boston 1974
An interview with an unidentified minister who helped to found a gay health and counseling
service in Boston. He describes the origins and development of the center, apparently known
as the Homophile Community Health Service, and discusses the influence of the civil rights
movement and the Stonewall Riots on the gay movement in Boston. On side B there is a
discussion of the research done on homosexuals by academicians who are not gay.

206109

Homophile Union of Boston 1973 October 2
An interview with Bob Dow, conducted on October 2, 1973. The subject of the interview is the
Homophile Union of Boston, an organization founded in Boston in 1968. Dow relates that the
group was originally known as the NY Mattachine, Boston Chapter. He discusses role of HUB
in the gay community, and the difficulties it has had being accepted as a legitimate
organization by the wider society.

206091

Join Hands - San Francisco 1974 June 18
An interview with an unidentified individual conducted in San Francisco on June 18, 1974.
The subject of the interview is the history of Join Hands, a program that assists gay men in
prison to find pen pals on the outside. The interviewee also discusses the Society for
Individual Rights and the recent arrest of gays in the Tenderloin District.

206127

Los Angeles Gay Community Services Center Interview 1974
An interview with persons associated with the Los Angeles Gay Community Services Center.
The interviewees discuss the workshops sponsored by the Center, a gay collective in which
one of them lives, the meaning of gay identity, and differences between gay and straight
culture. On side B there is a discussion of how the wider society reacts to open
homosexuality.

206086

Minneapolis Gays 1974
An interview with several persons who are members of the group, Minneapolis Gays. They
describe the history and goals of the organization.

206095

Persad Center, Pittsburgh 1974 August 9
An interview conducted on August 9, 1974, with an unidentified individual about the Persad
Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The interviewee describes the internal structure of the
organization; the health and counseling services it provides; sources of funding; a gay
conference held on a college campus; gay life on campus; a concert sponsored by gay
activists; The label on the original tape identifies this as an interview about the "Persad
Center".

206131

San Diego Gay Center Interview 1974
An interview with an unidentified man concerning a gay center in San Diego. The interviewee
describes gay life in San Diego, and the origins of the center. He also discusses differences
between the activities of the San Diego center and those in other cities, and the meaning of
gay identity.

206084

Seattle Interviews 1974
The first segment of the tape is an interview with an unidentified couple conducted in Seattle
on June 6, 1974. They discuss a health service for sexual minorities started five years earlier,
gay life in Seattle, and the impact of gay organizations such as the as the Seattle Gay
Alliance on gay life in the city. The second part of the tape is an interview with the leaders of
Stonewall, a gay center in Seattle, which was conducted on June 10, 1974. They give a brief
history of the center and list some of the services offered there.
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206119

Seattle Gay Alliance Interviews 1974 January 21
Part 1 of an interview with members of the Seattle Gay Alliance conducted on January 21,
1974. They compare the gay and women's liberation movements; describe the social
pressures on gays; and discuss the Lavender Shadows Commune, the Gay Community
Center, the Gay Women's Alliance, and the Gay Women's Resource Center. One of the
interviewees speaks of an investigation into police corruption in the Seattle area at the time.
Another describes the activities of Bob Sirico, a gay evangelical minister.

206118

Seattle Gay Alliance Interviews 1974 January 21
Part 2 of an interview with members of the Seattle Gay Alliance on January 21, 1974. In this
segment, the interviewee discusses a man named Bob Sirico, a gay minister, who angered
many Seattle residents with his preaching and by starting his own church. The person
interviewed speaks of his own sexual looseness while in college and gives his views on the
way others view sex.

206093

Society for Individual Rights, San Francisco 1974 June 18206093
An interview with unidentified persons concerning the Society for Individual Rights (SIR)
conducted in San Francisco on June 18, 1974. The interviewees discuss the editorial policies
of a magazine published by SIR; internal conflicts within SIR; the development of a new gay
magazine; and sources of financial support for the organization.

206081

Stonewall, Seattle 1974 June 10
The first segment of this recording is part 2 of an interview with an unidentified man and
woman conducted in Seattle on June 10, 1974. The main topic of the interview is Stonewall, a
center in Seattle that provides housing and health services to the gay community. The
interviewees discuss the difficulties, such as drug and alcohol use, that led to their
involvement with Stonewall. Beginning at 41:00, someone reads a letter from the National
Council on Alcoholism concerning the status of the center's grant proposal for an alcoholism
treatment program. Following this, there is a discussion of other programs that they are
attempting to establish at Stonewall and of the grants that have been received from public
and private agencies. At 1:01:00 they begin to discuss the purpose for Stonewall.

206092

Stonewall, Seattle 1974 June 10
An interview with individuals involved with a Seattle treatment program called Stonewall,
conducted on June 10, 1974. One of the interviewees was George Nicola, of Portland,
Oregon. The interviewees discuss contact between Stonewall and individuals in San
Francisco and Minneapolis who are interested in establishing a similar organization; feminist
thought among the women at Stonewall; participation of gays in the anti-war movement in
Seattle; the gay movement in Portland; and local legislation for gay rights. Time: 59:07.

1.3 Miscellaneous Interviews 1973-1983
Consists of interviews found in the IGIC Archives, the original provenance of which has not
been determined. The interviews document the history of gay organizations and various
aspects of the gay community from the 1950s to the 1980s. Several of the interviewees discuss
experiences of gays in show business (Bette Bourne, Alexis Michael, Joel Redon, and Paul
Shaw). Others describe the history of the Mattachine Society, One magazine, and the
Daughters of Bilitis, and other aspects of the gay movement in the 1950s and 1960s. Many of
the interviewees relate how they came to terms with their sexual orientation and how this has
affected their personal and professional lives.
206096

Bloolips Interview 1980 October 20
An interview with Paul Shaw and Bette Bourne, members of the theatrical troupe Bloolips,
conducted on October 20, 1980. They discuss a government-sponsored clown festival
featuring mostly gay clowns; theatrical experiences in England; difficulties in being a drag
queen; the Gay Marching Band; and the works of Andy Warhol.

206283

Phyllis Chesler Interview undated
An interview with Phyllis Chesler, a psychologist. Dr. Chesler discusses male-bonding, male
domination of women, a man's role as father, father-daughter incest, religion, and pregnant
women.

206063

John D'Emilio Interview undated
An interview with John D'Emilio. He discusses his views of the gay movement as a
revolutionary movement, and varying perceptions of gay men.
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206071

Lucia Valeska/James Dimitrius Interviews 1982
A series of interviews conducted in 1982. The first recording on this tape is an interview with
Lucia Valeska, conducted by Dennis Actman, dealing with Valeska's resignation from the
National Gay Task Force. A second interview is with James Dimitrius concerning his
dismissal from a company over a picture printed in Newsday. A third interview is with an
unidentified individual about providing services to students who live on campus. The final
interview is with David, a friend of James Dimitrius, and concerns his work as an illustrator.

206072

Lucia Valeska Interview 1982 September 27
Part 3 of an interview with Lucia Valeska conducted on September 27, 1982. In this segment
of the interview, Valeska describes the politics of The National Gay Task Force, from which
she resigned under pressure from the board of directors. Some of the Taskt Force activities
described are: lobbying the White House to change immigration policies for gay people, legal
support for the rights of gays in the military, and the lobbying of police departments and
professional police organizations. Part 2 of this interview has not been located.

206277

Carol Greitzer Interview re Gay Politics undated
An interview with Carol Greitzer, the New York City Council President, in which she discusses
harassment of gays by politicians and other public figures. In the course of the interview she
discusses attitudes of Ruth Messinger, George Segal and Edward Koch.

206013

Harry Hay Interview undated
An interview with Harry Hay in which he describes his work with Don Slater on One
magazine. Following this, there is an interview with an unidentified man concerning his arrest
and harassment by police for a crime against a church.

206115

Harry Hay Interview 1983 February 22
An interview with Harry Hay conducted on February 22, 1983. Hay discusses his experiences
as an activist, especially his involvement with the Communist Party. Because the original tape
was recorded at a very low volume, much of this recording is inaudible.

206035

Franklin Kameny interview 1973 October 22
An interview with Dr. Frank Kameny conducted in Washington D. C. on October 22, 1973.
Kameny discusses several gay organizations, including the Mattachine Society; One, Inc; and
the N.C.G. L., which was active about 1972. He also describes attempts by the Mattachine
Society to get assistance from the A.C.L.U.

206110

Franklin Kameny Interview 1978 November 4
An interview with Franklin Kameny conducted on November 4, 1978. Kameny discusses his
past and his involvement in the Mattachine Society from 1961-1968. He also speaks of the
Daughters of Bilitis. Time: 57:34.

206036

James Kepner interview 1982 June 7
An interview with James Kepner conducted on June 7, 1982. Kepner describes gay life in San
Francisco.

206078

Police Harassment of Drag Queens undated
A series of interviews with drag queens conducted by John Hammond, of the New York
Native newspaper. One of the interviewees, Alexis Michael, discusses their difficulties with
New York police. He describes a brutal encounter with the police that occurred when he was
arrested for loitering.

206106

Joel Redon Interview 1982 March 25
An interview with Joel Redon conducted at Harlequin Studios in New York City on March 25,
1982. Redon discusses his latest musical, "Hibiscus", which he describes as a change of
pace from his usual works. He explains his desire for his work to be recognized by the gay
community, and discusses his past works and performances. Unidentified musical selections
follow the interview.

206278

Tom Robinson Interview re Hot Peaches and gay musicians undated
An interview with Tom Robinson, a member of the gay musical group, Hot Peaches. He
discusses his experience as a gay musician, and explains the group's role as community
activists.

206114

A. L. Rowse Interview 1977 April 26
An interview with Shakespeare biographer A. L. Rowse, conducted on April 26, 1977. Rowse
takes the position that Shakespeare was not strictly heterosexual. He describes his own life,
and discusses a number of literary and historical figures who he believes were gay.
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206015

Gore Vidal Interview undated
An interview with Gore Vidal, in which he describes his experiences as a writer of gay
literature. He discusses the difficulties of getting his works reviewed in the mainstream press.

205996

Interview in London 1975 June 9
An interview with an unidentified gay man conducted in London on June 9, 1975. He
discusses the difficulties of being gay in England in the 1960s and 1970s, because of the
attitude of the police. He states that there was a possibility of greater openness for gays in
London beginning about 1972.

206089

Sadomasochism in the 1950s 1982 April 21
An interview with an unidentified man concerning the ways gay men made contact with
potential sexual partners in the 1950s. He discusses gay theatres, the use of New York Times
want ads, cruising in the parks, and picking up men in the public bathrooms. He also
describes the use of sexual toys, and discusses bars that were frequented by transvestites
and those interested in sadomasochism. Tape label reads: S& M in the 1950s, GMSMA/NY
Time: 1:01:23.

206152

Changes in Being Gay
An interview with an unidentified writer about changes in gay life. On Side A there is a
discussion of how New York City has changed in recent years. On side B the interviewee
examines the attitude towards gays at bars, describes the homosexuality in the film and
publishing industries, and discusses the market for lesbian fiction.

206269

Conversation with a Killer undated
An interview with an unidentified man who describes in detail a number of acts of violence
that he has participated in, including a murder.

2. Meetings, Conferences and Forums 1956-1983
Consists of audio recordings of meetings of gay organizations and forums on subjects of concern
to the gay community. The bulk of the recordings are of meetings that were held in New York City
in the early 1980s. These materials document some of the concerns of the gay community
during this period, including anti-gay violence, press coverage of the gay community, AIDS, and
police harassment. There are also a few recordings that document the experiences of gays in an
earlier period, such as the recordings of a conference of the East Coast Homophile Organization
(ECHO) in 1965 and a report of the Mattachine Society from 1956.
206153

Bias Crimes Against Gay People undated
A recording of a panel discussion on bias crimes against gays and lesbians. The speakers
include Lt. Larry Aberson, Paul Dominic, Miles Malon, Lance Travon, and Jay Cohen. The
panelists discuss violence against the gay community, methods of crime prevention, a specific
case in which two gay men were beaten, self-defense, a support group for gay victims of violent
crime, and procedures used in the judicial system in these cases.

206156

Meeting on Bias Crimes Against Gays undated
This is a discussion by a group of unidentified people about bias crimes against gays. The
discussion focuses on gays who hold political offices and corruption in the police department.

206157

Police Working with the Gay Community undated
A recording of a meeting between gays and members of the 6th precinct of the New York Police
Department. The first speaker, Captain Molinari [sp?], discusses new training methods and
community rap sessions that are designed to diminish prejudice against gays among police
officers. This is followed by a discussion of bias crimes and other problems faced by the gay
community. On Side B there is a discussion of the how the District Attorney was working with
the gay community to address their problems.

206242

Crimes Against Homosexuals undated
A recording of an unidentified meeting featuring discussions of homophobia and bias crimes
against the gay community.

206268

Police Talks to Gay Community undated
A meeting between the New York City Police Department and members of the gay community,
led by David Rothenberg. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss bias crimes against gays.

206270

The Church and Homosexuality 1968
A recording of a panel discussion, which took place in New York City in 1968, concerning the
definition of homosexuality and the attitudes of Protestant and Catholic churches towards the
gay community.
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206099

"Coming to Light" 1982 May 22
Coming to Light: An Evening of Gay Films and History. There is a musical selection followed by
several speakers, including Jonathan Katz, Joan Nestle, Barbara Gittings, Barbara Smith, Craig
Rodwell and Richard Plant. The original tape is labeled "Coming to Light 5/22/82."

209007

"Coming to Light" Part 2 1982 May 22
The second part of a recording of "Coming to Light: An Evening of Gay films and History",
which was taped on May 22, 1982. In this segment, an unidentified speaker discusses the
treatment of gays and Jews in Nazi Germany. This was followed by the exhibition of a film,
which was not recorded.

206075

Decriminalization of Prostitution undated
A forum held in New York City to discuss the decriminalization of prostitution. There are
speakers from several groups, including the New York Prostitute's Collective, an organization of
British prostitutes, and gay organizations. Among the topics of discussion are the financial
costs of enforcing prostitution laws, violence against prostitutes, political strategies for
accomplishing decriminalization of prostitution, and the use of prostitution laws to harass the
gay population.

206284

ECHO Conference 1965 September
A recording of a conference sponsored by the East Coast Homophile Organization (ECHO) in
1965. The participants discuss a variety of subjects including picketing, human sexuality, U. S.
laws, incest, the homophile movement, and imprisonment of homosexuals in Cuba. Speakers
include Dick Reich, Dr. Joseph N. Deluca, Albert Ellis, Franklin Kameny, and Clark Talleth.

206145

Eros, Language and Pornography 1981
A panel discussion about the differences between love and pornography held 1981. Among the
speakers are: Ken Norrick, of the A. C. L. U., who defends pornography; John Stoltenberg, who
speaks about the use of forbidden language; Ellen Willis, who discusses women's liberation
and sexual repression; Andrea Dworkin (whose talk begins on side B), who examines the
impact of male and female reproductive organs on the determination of social roles; and Amber
Hollibaugh, who describes feminine styles of discourse.

206259

"Fighting for Our Lives" circa 1985
A recording of a protest held in front of the Federal Building in New York City in the mid-1980s
to protest the lack of funding for AIDS research. The theme of the protest was "Fighting for Our
Lives".

206107

"Before Stonewall" Fund Raiser circa 1983
A recording of a fund raising event for the documentary, "Before Stonewall." The event featured
several speakers who discussed gay and lesbian and history, and the depiction of homosexuals
in films. There was also a viewing of the films "Pink Triangle", "Greetings from Washington, D.
C.", and footage of the first Lesbian and Gay Pride March in New York City held in 1970,
apparently from the Lesbian Herstory Archives.

206258

Religious Ceremony undated
A recording of a church service led by Reverend Troy Perry of Los Angeles in a gay church in
New York City. There is a wedding following the church service.

206158

Homophobia in the New York Times 1981
A recording of a panel discussion on anti-gay bias in the New York Times. The panelists,
Richard Goldstein, Paula Van Allen, Dorothy Allison, Larry Mass and Larry Bush, discuss the
lack of coverage of homosexual news in the New York Times and the newspaper's reluctance
to carry advertising of a homosexual nature.

206264

The Legality of Homosexuality circa 1972
A panel discussion held in New York City in the early 1970s on the legal problems of the gay
community. Natalie Rockhill, vice-president of the Gay Activists Alliance outlines the legal
discrimination against homosexuals. Jack Henry, another panelist, discusses the possible
avenues of legal recourse for members of the gay community. The panel also discusses gay
parents, gay politicians and the legal rights of transvestites.

206281

Oral History Workshop lecture by Jeannette Foster 1980 March 18
A lecture on oral history sponsored by the Lesbian and Gay Men's History Project. The lecture,
delivered by Jeannette Foster, deals with basic interview techniques and audio equipment that
is used in oral history. She also discusses an interview she conducted with an 85 year old
lesbian.
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206113

Oral History Discussion circa 1980
A recording of an unidentified meeting concerned with the use of oral history to document gay
and lesbian experiences in the New York area. There are several speakers, one of whom is
Debra Bernhardt, an oral history expert from the Wagner Labor Archives at New York
University. The speakers discuss a variety of matters relating to oral history, including legal
issues, privacy rights, the possible uses of interviews, and methods of conducting them.

206073

NYC Mattachine Report 1956 May
Side A of the tape is a recording of report given by Sam Morford on the activities of the New
York City chapter of the Mattachine Society in May 1956. Morford briefly describes other gay
organizations formed in the New York City area after World War II. He also discusses efforts to
get literature with gay themes into bookstores; attempts to change police policies toward gays;
and contacts with the NAACP. Side B of the tape is a recording of the audio segment of a Dick
Cavett television show, dated November 27, 1970. This features an interview with gay activists,
who discuss the goals of the of gay movement and the purpose of the Mattachine Society.
They also explain the reasons they view homosexuality as a basis for personal identity.

206083

New York Native Symposium circa 1980
Part 1 of a recording of a symposium sponsored by the New York Native newspaper. The
recording includes interviews with several unidentified persons who describe their gay lives.
One person interviewed discusses homosexuality in France.

206079

New York Native Symposium circa 1980
A symposium held by the newspaper, the New York Native. There is a discussion about the
economic and political problems faced by homosexuals in the Reagan Era.

206085

New School II Forum undated
A panel discussion at the New School for Social Research about murders of homosexuals. A
representative of The New York Post explains why that newspaper took such an interest in a
specific recent case. They discuss the visibility of homosexuals in the press, especially the New
York Times; the activities of Anita Bryant; and incidents that occurred at a gay bar called the
Ramrod. With Chuck Ortleb and Arthur Bell

206094

New York Physicians for Human Rights (NYPHR) Meeting 1982 March 14
A public meeting of the NYPHR [New York Physicians for Human Rights?] held on March 14,
1982. The speaker, a physician, speaks about AIDS. He discusses the increase in the number
of AIDS cases in the United States and the use of nitrites as a possible factor in the
development of AIDS epidemic.

206057

Discussion of Police Harassment circa 1969
A dialogue about police harassment of drag queens. The discussion, which took place at an
unidentified meeting in New York City, centers on drag queens engaged in prostitution in New
York and San Francisco and includes descriptions of how they approach clients.

206132

Rhode Island Gay Conference 1974 February
A recording of a Gay Conference held in Rhode Island in February 1974. The conference dealt
mainly with the treatment of homosexuals in the media. Several speakers discuss radio
programs they hosted dealing with gay issues.

206282

SAGE Oral History Meeting pt. 2 1983 January 28
Part 2 of an oral history training session sponsored by Seniors Active in a Gay Environment
(SAGE). This meeting covers a variety of techniques used in conducting oral history interviews.

206009

SAGE Oral History Project Meeting 1983 February 25
Part 1 of a recording of a training session for the SAGE Oral History Project, which took place
on February 25, 1983. The speakers discuss methods of selecting potential interviewees,
methods of conducting interviews, the issue of confidentiality release forms, and possible
repositories for the tapes.

206010

SAGE Oral History meeting 1983 February 25
Part 2 of a recording of a training session for the SAGE Oral History Project, held on February
25, 1983. Among the topics discussed are the use of pseudonyms as a way of protecting
confidentiality; release forms; copyright issues; and liability for statements made during an
interview.

206011

SAGE Oral History Meeting 1983 March 18
A recording of a training session for the SAGE Oral History Project on March 18, 1983. Among
the issues discussed are the use of terms in the interview process, the possibilities for housing
the oral history tapes, and interview techniques.
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206012

SAGE Oral History Meeting 1983 March 18
A meeting of persons involved in the SAGE Oral History Project, held on March 18, 1983. The
methods of conducting oral histories for the project are discussed.

206043

Gay Oral History Meeting undated
A recording of an unidentified meeting concerning gay oral histories. There is a discussion of
an oral history project involving gay men and lesbians, and the problems of getting middleclass homosexuals to agree to be interviewed. There are observations about patterns of
homosexual behavior that have been gleaned from the oral histories: for example, lesbians do
not have a long courting period and many lesbians are married to men. There is mention of a
Harry Hay interview, which may have been part of this project. The original tape is labeled as
parts 3 and 4 of the recording, but parts 1 and 2 have not been located.

206041

Spontaneous Combustion circa 1979
A recording of an unidentified meeting at which police harassment of gays in San Francisco is
discussed. Among the topics of discussion are a protest against "Cruising", a movie that
participants felt depicted gays in a negative way; the trial of Dan White; and gay
demonstrations in Los Angeles. A gay and lesbian history project is also discussed. The title
"Spontaneous Combustion" appears on the original tape.

206104

WBAI Gay Programming Discussion undated
A discussion by several of the hosts of gay programs on radio station WBAI. They discuss
programming limitations, competition from "legitimate" programs, crank calls, and limitations on
the number of hours of gay programming.

3. Lectures 1978-1989
Consists of lectures on gay topics, most of which were delivered to gay audiences in the New
York area in the 1980s. There are lecture series on gay history and on gay-related issues in art
(subseries 3. 1 and 3. 2 respectively), and individual lectures on a variety of topics (subseries 3.
3). The content of these tapes is described in greater detail in the subseries descriptions below
and in the audio tape list.

3.1 Homosexuality in History Lecture Series undated
Consists of recordings of a series of lectures that appear to have been part of a course on
homosexuals in history. The content of most of the lectures is based on contemporary literature
from the cultures that are discussed.
206137

Homosexuals in History, Lesson #2 undated
The second in a series of lectures on the history of homosexuality. In this lecture, the
literature of the ancient Greeks is examined to understand their attitudes toward
homosexuality.

206138

Homosexuals in History, Lesson #3 undated
The third in a series of lectures on the history of homosexuality. In this lecture, homosexuality
in the Roman Empire is discussed.

206139

Homosexuals in History, Lessons #4 and #5 undated
The fourth in a series of lectures on the history of homosexuality. This lecture features a
description of homosexuality in Judaism and Christianity, including an extended analysis of
the story of Sodom, and a discussion of gender roles and prostitution.

206140

Homosexuals in History, Lessons #5 and #6 undated
The fifth in a series of lectures on the history of homosexuality. This lecture is a continuation
of the description of homosexuality in Christianity. The lecture includes a discussion of the
ideas of the Apostle John and Emperor Augustus, and early Christian attitudes towards
masturbation and incest.

206141

Homosexuals in History, Lessons #6 and #7 undated
The sixth in a series of lectures on the history of homosexuality. The lecture concludes a
description of homosexuality in Christianity. The speaker discusses some of the ideas of St.
Peter, Thomas Aquinas, and Augustus; and describes the prevalence of homosexuality
among priests in the early church. Side B features Lesson 7, a discussion of homosexuality in
the Middle Ages. Medieval poetry is analyzed for homosexual content, and King Richard is
discussed.
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3. Lectures (cont.)
3.1 Homosexuality in History Lecture Series (cont.)
206142

Homosexuals in History, Lesson #8 undated
The eighth in a series of lessons on homosexuals in history. In this lecture, the reigns of King
James, Louis XIII and XIV, and Queen Anne are examined. The speaker discusses a brother
of Louis XIV who may have been a homosexual. He also describes the life of Napoleon
Bonaparte. Towards the end of side B there is a brief introductory discussion of
homosexuality in Islam and Persian culture.

206082

Homosexuality in History, Lesson 9 undated
A lecture on the homosexual themes in the "Gullistan", written by the Persian writer Saadi.
The speaker discusses different English translations of the Gullistan, and describes how the
homosexual themes were treated in them. The poetry of Hafez, another Persian poet, is also
read and discussed. The poems are erotic is content.

3.2 Lectures at the Hibbs Gallery (New York City) 1978-1982
Consists of recordings of lectures, most of which appear to have been part of a lecture series
entitled the "The Continuing Aesthetic", offered by Hibbs Gallery in New York City in 1981. The
speakers, most of whom are not identified, generally discuss some aspect of the relationship
between sexuality and art. The recordings also include discussions from members of the
audience.
206064

"Is There Gay Art?" circa 1978
A lecture delivered at the Hibbs Gallery about 1978 on the subject: "Is there gay art? " The
speaker discusses the masculine and feminine in art, and how the gay experience informs
art. There is also discussion from the audience.

206112

The Continuing Aesthetic, Hibbs Gallery 1981 March 9
Part 1 of a lecture entitled "The Continuing Aesthetic", delivered at the Hibbs Gallery in New
York City on March 9, 1981. This is the first in a series of lectures held at the gallery dealing
with gay art. This lecture lays the groundwork for the series, giving a history of gay art as well
as a look at present examples. The lecture is preceded by several speakers including art
historian, Jim Saslow.

206111

The Continuing Aesthetic, Hibbs Gallery 1981 March 9
Part 2 of a lecture entitled "The Continuing Aesthetic", which was delivered at the Hibbs
gallery in New York City on March 9, 1981. This segment of the recording consists mostly of a
question and answer period the followed the lecture.

206068

The Female Artist 1981 March 2
Part 1 of a panel discussion on female and lesbian art held at the Hibbs Gallery in New York
City on March 2, 1981, as part of its lecture series entitled "The Continuing Aesthetic." The
first speaker discusses the relationship of "coming out", with her art. The second speaker is a
photographer and painter who discusses the relationship of Catholicism to her work. The third
speaker is a lesbian artist who shows slides of her work, examines the unconscious nature of
artistic work, and discusses the interpretation of imagery.

206067

The Female Artist 1981 March 2
Part 2 of a recording of a panel discussion concerning "The Female Artist" held at the Hibbs
Gallery in Manhattan as part of "The Continuing Aesthetic" lecture series. The tape is dated
March 2, 1981. Questions are fielded by a panel of artists. The art under discussion is by
lesbians, but no specific artists are mentioned. The artists talk about the growth and
development of the gay movement and how it has helped them achieve recognition in the art
world. There is discussion of whether lesbian artists should publicly identify their art as such.
The experiences of gay and lesbian artists within the art world are related by various
speakers and audience members.

206070

Critics & Criticism 1981
A presentation at the Hibbs Gallery in New York City concerning critics of gay art and their
criticisms.

206116

"Male Artist" 1981 February 23
A presentation entitled "The Male Artist", offered as part of the lecture series, "The
Continuing Aesthetic", at the Hibbs Gallery in New York City. The presentation includes talks
by several male artists, who discuss gay art and gay artists. This portion of the series
features talks by several male artists describing their work. There is a question and answer
session following the talks.

206280

Erotic Art - The Continuing Aesthetic 1981
A lecture on erotic art given at the Hibbs Gallery in New York City in 1981. The speaker, who
is not identified, discusses the differences between erotic art and pornography.
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3. Lectures (cont.)
3.2 Lectures at the Hibbs Gallery (New York City) (cont.)
206276

Erotic Art Lecture 1982
A lecture on erotic art delivered at the Hibbs Gallery in New York City in 1982. This speaker
discusses lesbian images in the art of Bernard Solo [sp?], Lou Vinograd [sp?], Chika Pen
[sp?], Nance Dyori [sp?], Margaret Gaal [sp?], Sarah Pite [sp?], Kamala Lupe [sp?] and
Debbie Kaufman [sp?]. The lecture was given at the Hibbs Gallery in New York City.

3.3 Miscellaneous Lectures circa 1980-1989
Consists of recordings of lectures on homosexuality collected by the International Gay
Information Center. Several of the lectures pertain to some aspect of gay history, while others
document the attitude of psychologists and clergy towards homosexuals. The lectures are
listed alphabetically by speaker.
206247

Fashion in History undated
A speech on the role of fashion in history delivered by an unidentified man.

206250

Homosexuality and Religion undated
A speech about homosexuality and religion, which includes frequent references to the Bible.
The speaker is not identified.

206074

Two Decades of Anti-Gay Violence circa 1980
A forum sponsored by the Gay History Project, on the subject "Two Decades of Anti-Gay
Violence and Police Raids." The presentation examines the historical roots of the current gay
movement in San Francisco including issue of homosexuality in the 1959 mayoral campaign;
the 1960 "Gayola" scandal in San Francisco, in which gay bar owners were found to be been
paying off the police; the role of the Beatnik movement in challenging middle-class norms; the
harassment of gay bars in the early 1960s, especially the "Black Cat"; and the candidacy of
an openly gay bar owner for County Supervisor in the early 1960s. Following this talk, there is
a theatrical performance about legal harassment of lesbians.

206248

Mattachine Society Lecture undated
Informal talks delivered by Don Lucas and Conrad Bowman on the history of The Mattachine
Society.

206007

Harry Hay speech 1989 February 20
Part 1 of a lecture by Harry Hay sponsored by the International Gay Archives in New York on
February 20, 1989. The subject of the talk is the history of the gay rights movement and its
relationship to leftist political groups in the 1950s and 1960s.

206000

Harry Hay Speech 1989 February 20
Part 2 of a lecture by Harry Hay delivered in New York on February 20, 1989. In this segment
of the talk, he discusses the differences between heterosexual and homosexual culture. The
recording also includes discussion from members of the audience on subjects such as gay
spirituality and conformity in gay culture.

206257

Alcoholism and Homosexuality undated
A lecture delivered by Dr. Machover concerning his research on the relationship between
alcoholism and homosexuality.

206256

Issues in the Psychological Study of Homosexuality undated
A lecture by Dr. E. Mark Stein, apparently delivered at a psychiatric conference, about recent
developments in the clinical study of homosexuality.

4. Musical, Dramatic, and Literary Performances 1977-1983
Consists mostly of recordings of gay performers or performances with a content relating to
homosexuality, which document the development gay culture in the 1970s and 1980s.
206249

Readings from the Bible undated
A reading of selected passages from the Bible, by an unidentified speaker.

206240

English Colonialism Poetry undated
A poetry reading featuring poems about English colonialism, read by an unidentified speaker.
Cassette is marked"Jon reading "A Poem for Jenny (3 times)"

206254

Dramatic reading undated
A recording of a dramatic reading. Neither the speaker nor the text could be identified.

206243

A Poem for Jenny undated
A recording of the recitation of a poem entitled "A Poem for Jenny", read by an unidentified
speaker.
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4. Musical, Dramatic, and Literary Performances (cont.)
206267

Thank God I'm Normal undated
A rehearsal of the song "Thank God I'm Normal," followed by a conversation among the
unidentified participants.

206273

Little Brown Box undated
A blues hymn about marijuana played by Jimmy Centala and his group Sticky Fingers. There is
a note on the original recording that indicates that Jimmy Centala was openly gay.

206144

"Hot Rod to Hell"
A recording of musical and poetic vignettes with homosexual themes, performed by Roy
Garrett. Pieces include: Masturbation, Gay Killer (2: 45), The Caller (3: 40), Gay Porn Theatre
(5: 54), I've Been Calling (8: 05), For J. T. (8: 29), San Franciscan Friend (8: 58), All American
Male (13: 20), Jerking Off (14: 12), The Target (16: 52), I Lost Him (20: 20).

206151

"Daddy!" 1978
A commercial recording of songs and poetry performed by Chasen Gaver. The performances
are as follows: "Little Big Sister" (4: 00); "Girls Know How to Lose" (5: 00); "Do You Deliver" (5:
33); "Diana Ross Does Not Sing in This Movie" (6: 49); "Man as (Everything But) Man" (8: 36);
"Imperfect" (10: 28); "Ma'Cheer" (11: 20); "D/ance C/ITY" (12: 00); "Rama" (12: 30); "My New
York Stars" (14: 42); "Philadelphia" (15: 30); "Disco" (16: 45); "Sonido Rico" (17: 52); "Who"
(19: 18); "D. C. Heat" (20: 50). Side B continues with "La Boheme" followed by "Life Under My
Umbrella" (1: 45); "Recent White House Tour" (3: 18); "Italy" (5: 50); "Give the Dancers
Castanets" (7: 06); "The Ego Meditates" (8: 47); "Laced with Chasen" (9: 30); "Coalition:
Rhymes with Revolutions" (11: 17); "Daddy! " (13: 00); "Straight to Hell" (14: 58) "Ah-whoo-ah"
(16: 27); "Who am I?" (17: 37); and "Au Revoir" (21: 03).

206146

"Jim & Jake at Jacques" 1983 May 18
A recording of poems and songs performed at Jacques on May 18, 1983. Jim Holmes recites
an English sonnet, which is followed by "Slave Trade" (2: 10); "Love Letter to Sydney, Australia"
(3: 10); "Dress Code" (4: 15); "Asshole Poem" (5: 00); "Polaroid" (6: 30); "Prick Song" (9: 44);
"Exit Pursued by a Teddy Bear" (12: 02); "Language Problems" (14: 37); "Sixty Million
Lovebugs" (15: 40); "Sex & War" (17: 58); "Instruction-Terms" (18: 50); a speech (19: 53); "One
Track Song" (20: 55); and "Balling at Jacques" (24: 05).

206154

GAA Cabaret 1973
A cabaret show held by the Gay Activists Alliace on July 20, 1973, featuring Alaina Reed, Jim
Whiting, Paul Wagner, Nancy Parker and Meryl Sheppard. The host was "Mama" Jean De
Vente and the announcer was Dennis Kilpatrick.

206100

Richard Pryor — Star Spangled Night for Rights performance 1977 September
18
A recording of Richard Pryor's performance for the "Star Spangled Night for Rights", held in
Los Angeles. Pryor is clearly inebriated and much of his routine is incoherent. In the course of
his performance he insults the audience and attacks homosexuals in general.

206251

Lesbian Nation undated
A poetry reading by Martha Shelley, featuring poems about lesbians.

206149

Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence Christmas show
A recording of a musical and comedy performance by The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. The
opening poses the question, "Did Jesus Have a Sister?" It is followed at 6: 40 by the song
"Jingle Coins" and a stand-up act by comic Robin Tyler at 33: 00.

206266

Meeting with Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence circa 1982
A recording of an unidentified meeting held in New York City in 1981 or 1982, featuring a
theatrical performance about the history of the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. The meeting
includes announcements for an upcoming bingo game to benefit Cuban refugees, the Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival, and the Gay Freedom Day Parade.

5. Radio, Television and Film Productions 1956-1983
Consists mostly of radio programs produced for gay audiences and broadcast on the Pacifica
Network (KPFA, KPFK, WBAI) radio stations, and audio recordings of mainstream radio and
television shows dealing with homosexuality. The bulk of these items date from 1979-1983.
This series also includes videotapes of New York City public access television programs
(subseries 5. 3) and a documentary film on gay life (subseries 5. 4), which date from the early
1970s. In addition, there are two erotic gay films produced in the 1980s (subseries 5. 4).
These items are described in greater detail in the subseries descriptions below.
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5. Radio, Television and Film Productions (cont.)

5.1 Intergay (Radio News Show) 1980-1983
Consists of recordings of "Intergay", a weekly international gay news show. The program was
produced at WBAI in New York City in the early 1980s, and was made available to other radio
stations. The news on Intergay includes stories about prominent gays and gay-sponsored
events, as well as legislation, litigation and political events with implications for the gay
community. Most of the programs have at least one AIDS-related story, and each broadcast
also includes a film review. In addition to the news programs, there are two public service
announcements promoting the show. The news programs are listed chronologically.
206209

Intergay Report undated
An undated international gay news report, which includes segments on: the reform of anti-gay
laws in Scotland; anti-gay laws in Northern Ireland; a planned workshop on sadomasochism
in Italy; a proposed change in the age of consent laws in France; allegations of discrimination
against gay black men; the abolition of New York's sodomy law; the Ku Klux Klan in Houston;
assertions by a New York psychiatrist that homosexuality is not normal; and fundraising by
Atlas Savings and Loan.

206192

Intergay Report 1982 April 12
An international gay news report for the week of April 12, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the broadcast of a gay program on a French radio station; the dismissal of a
lesbian teacher in Belgium; the confiscation of a mailing list of a local gay newsletter in
Pennsylvania; the seizing of London Gay News by customs officials in Cork, Ireland; the
refusal by the student newspaper of the State University of New York at Albany to accept ads
from the military or intelligence agencies, because they would not sign a pledge not to
discriminate against homosexuals; the appointment of a lesbian judge in California;
demonstrations against Jerry Falwell in Minneapolis; the possible relationship of inhaling
nitrates and susceptibility to AIDS; the first conference of gays held in India; homosexuality in
Mexico; and a review of the movie "Victor, Victoria".

206214

Intergay Report 1982 April 20
An international gay news report for the week of April 20, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the trial of "deprogrammers" who sought to alter the lesbian orientation of
Stephanie Ruth Miller, of Ohio; proposed changes in laws on homosexuality in Australia; the
planning of "Days of Resistance" demonstrations to protest the policies of the Reagan
Administration; an attempt to discharge a gay Army sergeant; a challenge to the Tennessee
sodomy law; an announcement by the Immigration and Naturalization Service that they will
not allow gays to immigrate to the US; the spread of Kaposi's Sarcoma among gay men; and
the participation of gays in a Mardi Gras parade in Sydney, Australia.

206160

Intergay Report 1982 April 26
An international gay news report for the week of April 26, 1982. The report includes
segments on: the trial of Ted Patrick, who was charged with abduction and rape of Stephanie
Miller, a lesbian woman; the National Gay Task Force's appointment of a committee to screen
Reagan Administration judicial appointments; a proposed gay rights bill in Toronto; the Gay
and Lesbian Political Action Group's meeting with Governor Jerry Brown and Senator Ted
Kennedy; the stockholders meeting of Atlas Savings and Loan, a gay financial institution; and
police harassment of gays in San Francisco. Time: 27:10.

206208

Intergay News Service 1982 May 3
An international gay news report for the week of May 3, 1982. This report includes segments
on: proposed amendments to anti-gay laws in Northern Ireland; laws concerning gay
marriage in Sweden; the acquittal of gay activists in Finland for "encouraging homosexuality";
the nomination of a lesbian for the Parliament in Norway; a Federal court ruling that bans the
INS policy of excluding gays from entry into the U. S.; the murder of a gay man by an off-duty
police officer in Troy, New York; accusations of extortion against Elaine Noble; the naming of
a black man as "Mr. Club Miami"; a proposed gay rights bill in Wisconsin; and a proposed
amendment to the Lincoln, Nebraska city charter that would ban discrimination against gays.

206210

Intergay Report 1982 May 10
An international gay news report for the week of May 10, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the granting of security clearance to a lesbian employee in the Pentagon; a gay
demonstration against the headquarters of the Moral Majority; a boycott of Ann Landers's
column by prolife activists; an anti-gay march planned by Nazis in Chicago during Gay Pride
Week; censorship of the mail of gay prisoners in Oregon prisons; the ordination of a lesbian
minister in the United Church of Christ; the retrial of The Body Politic, Canada's gay
newspaper, on obscenity charges; the indictment of a civil court judge in Minnesota for having
sex with male minors; sexual abuse of minors; and a review of the film "Partners".
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5. Radio, Television and Film Productions (cont.)
5.1 Intergay (Radio News Show) (cont.)
206216

Intergay Report 1982 May 17
An international gay news report for the week of May 17, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the defeat of a gay rights referendum in Lincoln, Nebraska; a proposal to repeal
an anti-gay law in Germany; the defeat of an initiative to decriminalize homosexuality in New
South Wales, Australia; the forced closure of a gay magazine in Brazil; the declaration of
1983 as the International Lesbian Year by a women's organization in Europe; a march and
rally for disarmament held on June 12 in New York City; anti-gay policies of the British Army;
a vaccine for Hepatitis B; the granting of refugee status by the Dutch government to a gay
man from Poland; the trial of The Body Politic, Canada's gay newspaper, on obscenity
charges; the death of rock performer Hibiscus (George Harris); the appointment of a gay man
as a Regent of the University of California; and a meeting of the shareholders of the Atlas
Savings and Loan.

206212

Intergay Report 1982 May 24
An international gay news report for the week of May 25, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a court ruling forcing the Army to allow the re-enlistment of a gay sergeant; the
rehiring of an employee in Philadelphia who was dismissed for lesbian activism; the acquittal
of gay men in Minneapolis on charges of assault and disorderly conduct; the granting of a
permit for a gay block party in Minneapolis; a planned march for disarmament and human
needs in New York City; the frequency of liver cancer among gay men; a lesbian minister
employed by the Redwood Presbyterian Church; reviews of the films "Conan the Barbarian",
"The Homosexual Century"; and a film series featuring films about gays entitled "The
Celluloid Closet".

206213

Intergay Report 1982 May 31
An international gay news report for the week of May 31, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the prosecution of The Body Politic, Canada's gay newspaper, on obscenity
charges; a meeting of The Gay Press Association in Denver; an effort to involve more women
in the Gay Olympic Games; a boycott of Coca Cola initiated by Black and White Men
Together; a gay protest at a Republican fund raising dinner in Los Angeles; a raid on a gay
bar in Tampa, Florida; a gay news wire service; the formation of a national gay ecumenical
religious organization; the suspension of Barry Singer, a professor at California State
University at Long Beach, for dating students; the political mobilization of the gay community
of Houston; and an anti-gay letter published in the Harvard University student newspaper.

206187

Intergay Report 1982 June 30
An international gay news report for the week of June 30, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the banning of a lesbian book in Austria; the defeat of a gay civil rights bill in
Columbia, Missouri; proposed changes in the legal status of women in Algeria; gay activism
within the Democratic Party; a report on federal legislation from the Gay Rights National
Lobby, the annual convention of The Rainbow Society for Deaf Gays in Denver; a baseball
game between New York police and gays; gay pride parades commemorating the Stonewall
Riots; a proposed anti-gay amendment to an appropriations bill in the Senate; the publication
of a booklet on employment discrimination by the National Gay Task Force; a series of radio
documentaries on public policy toward gays; reviews of the movies "Star Trek II" and
"Poltergeist".

206194

Intergay Report 1982 June 9
An international gay news report for the week of June 9, 1982. This report includes segments
on: a gay radio program broadcast on public radio stations in Vermont; an FCC ruling
concerning minority ownership of television stations; the dismissal of charges against
employees of The Body Politic, a gay Canadian publication; a court ruling that the University
of Cincinnati must reinstate a non-credit course on sexual minorities; protests against Jerry
Falwell in Australia; the relationship between the gay community and police in Houston;
complaints by gay prisoners in El Paso, Texas that they have been forced to have sex with
guards; a telephone workers' strike in Boston initiated, in part, because of discrimination
against gays; a sexual discrimination suit filed by a teacher against Maui College; and a
review of the movie "Diva".

206193

Intergay Report 1982 June 16
An international gay news report for the week of June 16, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a French senator's attempts to stop the passage of bill liberalizing the age for
sexual consent; the imprisonment of a lesbian rock singer in Indonesia; raids on gay clubs in
Chile; the cancellation of a gay march in Philadelphia; a demonstration in New York for
nuclear disarmament; the San Diego gay pride parade; a gay church in Denver, Colorado; the
Gay Olympics; and the death of the gay German film maker, Rainer Werner Fassbinder.
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5. Radio, Television and Film Productions (cont.)
5.1 Intergay (Radio News Show) (cont.)
206215

Intergay Report 1982 June 23
An international gay news report for the week of June 23, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a federal court ruling overturning the Immigration and Naturalization Service
ban on immigration by gays; a national gay conference in Toronto, Canada; protests against
the firing of gay employees of the Christian Science Monitor; a proposed gay rights bill in the
US House of Representatives; the legal incorporation of Intergay; the acquittal of officers of
The Body Politic, Canada's gay newspaper, on obscenity charges; a gay history conference in
Canada; the use of hypnosis in the murder trial of two homosexuals; and debates in the
medical profession over the cause of AIDS.

206195

Intergay Report 1982 July 7
An international gay news report for the week of July 7, 1982. This report includes segments
on: a judicial ruling that the U. S. policy prohibiting the immigration of gays and lesbians is
unconstitutional; the rejection of a Swiss referendum decriminalizing homosexual acts; an
alleged assault on gay men by two St. Paul, Minnesota policemen; opposition to employment
discrimination against gays by the labor union, AFSCME; demands for legal reform in Cyprus;
the infiltration of gay organizations by the FBI; a proposed gay rights bill in Philadelphia; a
proposed domestic partner's rights bill in San Francisco; and the convention of the United
Church Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Concerns. Time: 26:33.

206196

Intergay Report 1982 July 14
An international gay news report for the week of July 14, 1982. This report includes segments
on: an arson fire destroying the offices of a gay newspaper in Boston; the banning of anti-gay
discrimination in Boston and Chicago; an armed robbery at the Atlas Savings and Loan; an
investigation of gay-bashing by Minneapolis policemen; a proposed Oklahoma law banning
employment for gay teachers or teachers who support civil rights for gays; a forthcoming
book on homosexuality to be used in high school curricula; the reinstatement of a gay judge
in Minnesota after he was charged with having sex with minors; and the portrayal of women
on the television show "Cagney and Lacey".

206197

Intergay Report 1982 July 21
An international gay news report for the week of July 21, 1982. This report includes segments
on: a demonstration by pro-choice activists at the annual National Right-to-Life Convention;
the meeting of the International Gay Association in Washington, D. C.; a proposed
immigration reform bill in Congress; the initiation of a new Equal Rights Amendment in
Congress; an employee contract at the Village Voice that includes health benefits for
domestic partners; a political meeting at the home of a major gay Republican contributor;
controversial sex courses at the California State University at Long Beach; the refusal of the
United Nations to rule on Finland's anti-gay law; and a report on AIDS from the Federal
Center for Disease Control. Time: 30:00.

206150

Intergay Report 1982 July 28
An international gay news report for the week of July 28, 1982. This report includes segments
on: a gay protest of U. S. policies in Central America; a demonstration against anti-gay
discrimination in Sydney, Australia; police brutality against gays in Toronto, Canada; a report
on a hepatitis vaccine; The Black Lesbian Conference; a public announcement by Johnny
Mathis that he is gay; and Fair Act Bill 1358.

206263

Intergay News Service 1982 August 4
An international gay news report for the week of August 4, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the dissolution of France's oldest gay organization; the organization of gays
organize in East Germany; the release of Tom O'Carrol from a British prison; conditions in
Texas prisons; attempts to prevent Dan White from being paroled; and the treatment of gays
in the Israeli army.

206200

Intergay Report 1982 August 11
An international gay news report for the week of August 11, 1982. This report includes
segments on: police harassment of gays in Denver; the arrest of an administrative aide to
San Francisco mayor Diane Feinstein; the dismissal of a lesbian police officer in Fairfax
County, Virginia; the activities of the National Conservative Political Action Committee in
Texas; the participation of the Gay Rights National Lobby and the National Gay Task Force in
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights; preparations for the seventh annual Michigan
Women's Music Festival; the passage of a gay rights bill in Philadelphia; and a review of the
film, "The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas".
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5. Radio, Television and Film Productions (cont.)
5.1 Intergay (Radio News Show) (cont.)
206202

Intergay Report 1982 August 18
An international gay news report for the week of August 18, 1982. This report includes
segments on: Congressional approval of additional funding for AIDS research; a gay
community center opened in Bologna, Italy; the arrest of a youth gang in Germany for
assaulting gays and foreigners; the adoption of a gay rights resolution by the Irish congress of
trade unions; a judicial ruling banning the Gay Olympic Games from using the word
"Olympic"; a law suit filed by a lesbian professor at California State University at Long Beach
to prevent the closure of the Women's Studies Center there; text-book censorship in Texas;
the spread of AIDS among hemophiliacs; plans for the formation of a gay Democratic Club in
Chicago; and the formation of a Baltimore chapter of Black and White Men Together.

206190

Intergay Report 1982 August 25
An international gay news report for the week of August 25, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a judicial ruling that laws against homosexual acts violate the Texas
constitution; a Justice Department investigation into allegations of sex between Congressmen
and teenage pages; the sponsorship of a forum on gay rights in Lisbon, Portugal; protests
against the Miss Universe Pageant in Peru; the abolition of "spouse immunity" in assault
cases in Florida; radical tactics by the right-to-life group, The Army of God; the discharge of
lesbian personnel from the Navy for homosexual behavior; the boycott of Coors beer; an
appeal filed by Gay Olympic officials to set aside the injunction against their use of the word
"Olympic"; a UCLA study indicating that most college students are becoming more
conservative; the Seventh Annual Michigan Women's Music Festival; and reviews of the
movies "Lola" and "The Road Warrior".

206201

Intergay Report 1982 September 8
An international gay news report for the week of September 8, 1982. This report include
segments on: a bill making fifteen the age of sexual consent in France; the role of gays in
identifying persons responsible for an IRA bombing in Regents Park, London; the murder trial
of members of the Guardia Civil in Spain; the formation of a gay organization in Colombia;
gay-bashing by an opposition newspaper in Panama; a $1 billion gift offered by the Christian
Broadcasting Network to the government of Guatemala; the establishment of a new Frenchlanguage gay magazine in Quebec; the censoring of a film about gays in Australia; a gay and
lesbian conference in Houston; and a review of the French film "Piaf".

206191

Intergay Report 1982 September 15
An international gay news report for the week of September 15, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the passage of a gay rights bill in Philadelphia; a New York Times report on the
FBI monitoring of gay organizations; the appointment of a liaison between the Los Angeles
Police Department and the gay community; a challenge to the liquor license of a lesbian bar
in New York for sex discrimination; the arrest of gay men in Chicago for public indecency; the
discharge of three lesbians from the U. S. Navy for homosexual activities; the popularity of an
openly gay candidate in Florida; the appropriation of 2. 2 million dollars by the federal
government for AIDS research; the case of a man found guilty of child abuse for referring to
his son as a "faggot"; a petition drive to close down Hudson House, an institution providing
assistance to gay runaways; a convention of gay Episcopalians; a Lyndon LaRouche
organization circulating anti-gay literature; and a review of the movie "The Beastmaster".

206204

Intergay Report 1982 September 29
An international gay news report for the week of September 29, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a police raid on a gay party in Denver; a political agreement between the police
and gay community in San Francisco; the conviction of a Minneapolis police officer for
assault; harassment of lesbian and gay professors at the University of California; a Federal
court ruling that overturned the Texas sodomy law; the funding of gay television documentary
by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting; the mortality rate for AIDS patients; the formation
of the organization, Orange County Gay and Lesbian Engineers and Scientists; the proposed
Family Protection Act; police harassment of drag queens in New Orleans; the formation of the
Gay and Lesbian Book Caucus at the American Booksellers Association; and a review of
"Veronica Voss".

206211

Intergay Report 1982 October 4
An international gay news report for the October 4, 1982. This report includes segments on:
the dissolution of the oldest gay organization in France; the organization of gays in East
Germany; Tom O'Carrol's release from prison in Britain; sexual abuse of inmates in a Texas
prison; attempts to prevent parole for Dan White; harassment of gays in the Israeli Army; the
appointment of a gay man to the California Citizens' Advisory Council on Mental Health;
harassment of the North American Man-Boy Love Association by New York law enforcement
officials; a proposed gay rights bill in Philadelphia; an interview with Allen Ginsberg on the
impact of homosexuals on the beatnik and hippie movements; and a review of the film "The
World According to Garp".
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206198

Intergay Report 1982 October 13
An international gay news report for the week of October 13, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a police assault on patrons of Blues, a black gay bar in New York City; charges
that the Duchess, a lesbian bar in New York City, practices sexual discrimination; a police raid
on Sexpo 82, a trade show for sexual products in New York City; confiscation of the gay erotic
film "The Men's Room" by the Houston police; the refusal of the San Francisco city attorney
to offer protection to former supervisor and police officer Dan White; a police raid on The
Monastery, a business catering to gay youth in Seattle; the firebombing of The Academy, a
gay restaurant in Hollywood, California; a court ruling giving child custody to a lesbian
mother; a Nightline segment on gay political power; the gay boycott of Coors beer; "The Pink
Triangle", a documentary film; the production of a film on the Gay Olympics; a congressional
lobbying campaign to secure more funding for AIDS research; and the conference of the
North American Man-Boy Love Association in Philadelphia.

206205

Intergay Report 1982 October 20
An international gay news report for the week of October 20, 1982. This report includes
segments on: demonstrations against a police raid on a black gay bar in New York City; the
suspension of a Hollywood police officer for assaulting gay men; harassment of the gay
community in Ireland; the first meeting of the American section of the International Gay
Association; a planned march for lesbian and gay rights in Washington, D. C.; the
organization of gays and lesbians in rural Tennessee; and a review of the film "The Trout".

206207

Intergay Report 1982 October 27
An international gay news report for the week of October 27, 1982. This report includes
segments on: an initiative in Germany to compensate gay victims of Nazi government; the
dismissal of a lesbian teacher in Scotland; the trial of The Body Politic, Canada's gay
newspaper, on obscenity charges; the banning of gay erotic films in Indianapolis; political
mobilization of the Houston gay community; the murder of two black gay youths in Pittsburgh;
an attempted "reprogramming" of a lesbian in Ohio; the granting of child custody to a gay
father in Oklahoma; a planned conference of deaf gays to be held in Chicago; a judicial ruling
allowing a gay Army sergeant to re-enlist; the spread of AIDS among gay men and Haitians;
the Windy City Society for the Gay Deaf; and reviews of the films "Tex" and "Tran".

206203

Intergay Report 1982 November 3
An international gay news report for the week of November 11, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a demonstration in San Francisco protesting a police raid on a gay bar in New
York City; an appeal by the state of Texas of a judicial ruling striking down the state's sodomy
law; charges of obscenity against the Body Politic, Canada's gay newspaper; a decision by
the Methodist church to ordain gay ministers; autoimmune diseases associated with AIDS;
the conference of the International Gay Association in Philadelphia; the sentencing of a
lesbian in the Air Force to six months of hard labor for charges of smoking marijuana and
homosexual activities; the murder of two gay men in a Brooklyn park; endorsements of
political candidates by the gay communities in Texas; and a review of the film "Jinxed".

206230

Intergay Report 1982 November 17
An international gay news report for the week of November 17, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a case of anti-gay discrimination in Austria; the award of death benefits to the
former lover of Harvey Milk; gay participation in a demonstration against racism in Australia; a
class action suit resulting from a police raid on a gay bar in New York City; the passage of law
in California prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in educational
institutions receiving state funds; the passage of anti-gay legislation in Colombia; the debate
over whether the National Council of Churches should allow membership of the Metropolitan
Community Church, a gay church; a court ruling overturning the discharge of a gay Army
officer, on the basis that the Army was always aware of his homosexuality; and reviews of the
movies "Creep Show" and "Class Reunion".

206244

Intergay News Service 1982 November 24
An international gay news report for the week of November 24, 1982. This report includes
segments on: a proposal to decriminalize gay sex between older men in Ireland; the position
of Britain's liberal party on an attempt to reform the age of consent law in Britain; a
controversy on the Washington D. C. city council over the pro-gay positions of the next chair
of the judiciary committee; accusations of racism against a fundamentalist minister; FBI
surveillance of the gay community; and AIDS.
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206232

Intergay Report 1982 December 1
An international gay news report for the week of December 1, 1982. The report includes
segments on: a Gallup poll that shows an increase in positive attitudes towards gays; the
passage of a domestic partners bill in San Francisco; a commemoration of the assassination
of gay supervisor Harvey Milk held in San Francisco; the treatment of gay prisoners in Los
Angeles; a decision by Boston College Law School to ban representatives of the US Army
because it discriminates against gays; a decision by the American Friends Service
Committee to discontinue advertising in the Christian Science Monitor because the
newspaper discriminates against gays; the spread of AIDS in Denver, Colorado; a decision by
the Big Brother/Big Sister program to allow lesbians and gays to be big brothers and big
sisters; the development of a gay cable television program in New York City; and a review of
the movie, "Still of the Night".

206184

Intergay Report 1982 December 8
An international gay news report for the week of December 8, 1982. This report includes
segments on: demands for the resignation of the treasurer of the U. S. National Gay Task
Force; police harassment of gay men in Tel Aviv, Israel; the defeat of a proposed law
legalizing the Basque gay organization in Spain; the sentencing of three members of Spain's
Guardia Civil for the murder of gay men; the arrest and deportation of tourists in the
Philippines for being seen with male prostitutes; the approval by the U. S. House of
Representatives of 2. 6 million dollars for AIDS research; the candidacy of a gay rights
supporter in the Philadelphia mayoral race; a gay protest outside Jerry Falwell's church; and
the New York Gay Film Festival.

206199

Intergay Report 1982 December 15
An international gay news report for the week of December 15, 1982. The report includes
segments on: the San Francisco mayor's veto of a bill giving rights to domestic partners of
unmarried lovers; the arrest of five Catholic high school students for assaulting a gay man in
San Francisco; the liberalization of government policy toward gays in Poland; the U. S.
Communist Worker's Party's new position on homosexuality; the dismissal of a gay policeman
in San Francisco; U. S. Senate approval of 1. 7 million dollars for AIDS research; financial
difficulties of London Gay News; the spread of AIDS among children and hemophiliacs; the
formation of the Right to Privacy Foundation, a gay think-tank; the hiring of a gay peercounselor by the Christian Association of the University of Pennsylvania; the new vicepresident of the Dallas Gay Alliance; and the NY Gay Film Festival.

206231

Intergay Report 1982 December 22
An international gay news report for the week of December 22, 1982. The report includes
segments on: the veto of domestic partners legislation in San Francisco; a proposed gay
rights bill in New York City; the postponement of a march on Washington D. C., planned by
the National Activist Union of Gays and Lesbians; FBI surveillance of members of the North
American Man-Boy Love Association; a conference of lesbian nuns held in Pennsylvania; and
the New York Gay Film Festival.

206233

Intergay Report 1982 December 29
An international gay news report for the week of December 29, 1982. This report includes
segments on: the release of a report that denies any evidence that pages in the House of
Representatives were sexually harassed; a court ruling allowing a gay man to adopt a foster
son; police harassment of the Monastery, a gay youth center in Seattle, Washington; a court
ruling in New York City recognizing unmarried couples as family members; a gay youth
publication in Holland; the establishment of a lesbian archives in Berlin, Germany; the
appointment of Tanya Corman [sp?] as new regional director for the Gay Rights National
Lobby in California; a decision by Temple University's board of trustees to permit the military
to recruit on campus, despite military policies of discrimination against gay and lesbians; and
a review of the movie, "Tootsie".

206206

Intergay Report 1983 January 5
An international gay news report for the week of January 5, 1983. This report includes
segments on: press conferences held by the North American Man Boy Love Association; the
trial of John Lay, a gay broadcaster in Ohio, on obscenity charges; arrests of gays at a rest
stop in Lancaster, Ohio; an attempt by Coors Company to obtain a membership list of a gay
political group; possible links between intestinal parasites and AIDS; Congressional
appropriation of $2 million for AIDS research; and an assault on lesbian rugby players in
Sacramento, California.
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206183

Intergay Report 1983 January 19
An international gay news report for the week of January 19, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a proposed obscenity law in Mexico that would prohibit gay publications;
Senator Alan Cranston's attempt to secure gay support for his presidential candidacy; the
investigation of Naval personnel in San Diego for possible homosexuality; the appointment of
a gay judge by California Governor Jerry Brown; a report on violent crime in San Francisco,
which states that violence against the gay community has been exaggerated; a civil suit filed
by a gay man in Sacramento, California, seeking dental benefits for his partner; the
appointment of conservative judge to the New York State Court of Appeals; New Jersey
Governor Kean's proclamation that February would be AIDS Awareness Month; activities of
the Seattle Gay Alliance; and a review of the Disney movie "Peter Pan".

206182

Intergay Report 1983 February 9
An international gay news report for the week of February 9, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a proposed gay rights bill in New York City; the defeat of a bill in Maryland that
would have would have banned sexual practice questions on polygraph tests for jobs; a gay
rights bill introduced in the Indiana legislature; the passage of gay rights legislation in New
South Wales, Australia; the jailing of a student in Indonesia for publishing a sex poll; a judicial
challenge to the Texas sodomy law; fund-raising events for AIDS research sponsored in
Atlanta, Georgia; complaints against a French bishop for making anti-gay remarks; and a
review of the movie "Without a Trace".

206179

Intergay Report 1983 February 16
An international gay news report for the week of February 16, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a hate campaign against lesbians in a small New England town; the funding of
a grant for New York gay crime victims; attempts by the Los Angeles Police Department to
recruit gays by placing recruitment ads in the gay press; denials by the Dallas police chief
that he is gay; actions by the US Army against two soldiers accused of homosexuality.

206168

Intergay Report 1983 February 23
An international gay news report for the week of February 23, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a North Carolina court's decision to overrule the University of North Carolina's
ban on meetings of the Gay Students Association; a Ku Klux Klan march in Austin, Texas; a
demonstration by Tijuana gays against U. S. involvement in El Salvador; hearings on a gay
rights bill in New York City; an award for the film "Out of Order"; a grand jury investigation of
conditions in a Maryland jail; a civil case against the INS for harassment of gay immigrants
and tourists; the formation of a gay caucus in the Democratic Party; the resignation of the
head of the National Gay Task Force's Washington office; the death of playwright Jay
Chambers; and a review of the movie "Betrayal".

206178

Intergay Report 1983 March 2
An international gay news report for the week of March 2, 1983. This report includes reports
on: a New York state proposal to create a new sex speech crime unit; a proposal to raise the
legal drinking age in Washington, DC; a challenge to Georgia's sodomy law; the campaign of
an openly gay candidate for the Denver city council; the death of Tennessee Williams; and
AIDS.

206162

Intergay Report 1983 March 9
An international gay news report for the week of March 9, 1983. The report includes
segments on: the FBI's refusal to release files relating to surveillance of gay groups; the
conviction of a Massachusetts woman for the statutory rape of a male; the defeat of a gay
civil rights bill in New York State; allegations of police harassment of gays in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; and the appointment of a Task Force for Lesbian and Gay Concerns by the
governor of Wisconsin.

206167

Intergay Report 1983 March 16
An international gay news report for the week of March 16, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the ruling by a Texas court that the state's sodomy law was unconstitutional; a
lesbian wedding that was performed by a Catholic priest in Holland; a lesbian mother's victory
in a custody case in England; debate over the Equal Rights Amendment in Alaska; a gay
rights bill passed in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; an attempt to recall San Francisco mayor
Diane Feinstein; a press release from Black and White Men Together accusing the San
Francisco gay bar network of "institutional racism"; a conference on racial divisions in the gay
community of Washington, D. C.; the spread of AIDS in the New York City area; the Gay
Winter Olympics, planned for Minneapolis in 1986; the Gay Press Association conference;
and a review of the movie "Trenchcoat".
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206185

Intergay Report 1983 March 23
An international gay news report for the week of March 23, 1983. This report includes
segment on: a proposed gay rights bill in the New York State Assembly; the passage of a gay
rights bill in Canada; a proposed Sexual Minorities Commission in Philadelphia; opposition to
a proposed Equal Rights Amendment in Alaska, because of an anti-gay clause; the granting
of a visa to a Filipina lesbian, despite U. S. immigration policy proscribing immigration by
homosexuals; an attempt to deport a gay New Zealand man from Australia; raids on gay bars
in Australia; a raid on a gay bath house in England; a proposed felony law outlawing
homosexuality in Texas; an attempt to rob the "Tool Box", a gay bar in Denver; the death of
Henry Post, an editor of New York Magazine; the possibility that AIDS can be spread through
blood transfusions; the convention of the Gay Press Association; and a review of "The Year of
Living Dangerously".

206180

Intergay Report 1983 March 30
An international gay news report for the week of March 30, 1983. This reports includes
segments on: an Air Force lieutenant's imprisonment for lesbian sex; a demonstration against
military recruitment at Temple University sponsored by gay activists; the appointment of two
gay black activists to the Washington, D. C. Commission on Human Rights; the reorganization of Gay News Weekly in Toronto; the reduction of gay programming on a Paris
radio station; the incorporation of a gay liberation organization in Bahia, Brazil; the
suppression of the gay rights movement in Suriname; a planned Ku Klux Klan march in
Houston; a conference of Black and White Men Together in Houston; opposition to the Equal
Rights Amendment in Alaska; the proposed Public Health Emergency Fund directed at the
AIDS crisis; Jerry Falwell's claim that few libraries carry Moral Majority approved books; and a
review of the movie, "The Wizard of Babylon".

206181

Intergay Report 1983 April 6
An international gay news report for the week of April 6, 1983. This report includes segments
on: a gay radio station in Paris; a Ku Klux Klan march in Houston, Texas; raids on gay clubs in
Hong Kong; public forums on homosexuality in Mexico City; the firing of lesbian railroad
employees in South Africa; the discharge of an Air Force officer for homosexuality; the
sentencing of a man in Missouri for having sex with a male minor; military recruitment at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; a dispute over the admission of the Metropolitan
Community Church (a gay church) to the National Council of Churches; New York State
appropriations for the Gay Men's Health Crisis; a national mayors' task force on the AIDS
crisis; an attempt to repeal gay rights legislation in Pennsylvania; opposition to the Alaska
equal rights amendment by a women's organization; the effect of a California gay boycott of
Coors beer; and a review of the movie "Bad Boys".

206176

Intergay Report 1983 April 13
An international gay news program for the week of April 13, 1983. This report includes
segments on: Newsweek's cover story on AIDS; a new civil rights bill passed in Italy; an
expose in the Washington Blade concerning personal questions asked of employees at the
Department of Energy seeking security clearance; a planned exhibit documenting the
persecution of gays in Nazi Germany at the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D. C.; a
demonstration protesting violence against gays in Dublin, Ireland; the discharge of gay men
from the Navy for being homosexual; and a review of the movie, "Privilege".

206223

Intergay Report 1983 April 20
An international gay news report for the week of April 20, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a court ruling rescinding a ban on sexually explicit gay publications in Oregon
state prisons; an article in Gay Community Express News alleging corruption and fraud by
Judianne Densen-Gerber [sp?]; planned demonstrations in San Francisco and New York to
demand additional funding for AIDS research; a new antibiotic used for treatment of genital
herpes; a court ruling prohibiting the Navy from discharging a sailor for having gay friend
while a civilian; an attempt at film censorship in Texas; and a review of the movie, "Abuse".
Time: 30:00.

206177

Intergay Report 1983 April 27
An international gay news report for the week of April 27, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the 30th anniversary of a U. S. government Executive Order banning federal
employment of gays; the passage an Equal Rights Amendment in Alaska; the defeat of civil
rights bills in Massachusetts and Oregon; a Moral Majority attack on gays in Jackson,
Mississippi; a raid on gay bath houses in Toronto; the planning of the second Gay Olympics
to be held in San Francisco in 1986; recent anti-gay articles in the Philadelphia Daily News;
and a proposed anti-sodomy law in Texas.
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206163

Intergay Report 1983 May 4
An international gay news report for the week of May 4, 1983. The report includes segments
on: demonstrations demanding additional funding for AIDS research; a fund-raising event for
the Gay Men's Health Crisis; a possible connection between "Swine Fever" and AIDS; a
debate over a gay church's application for the membership in the National Council of
Churches; the attempts by C. O. C., a Dutch gay organization, to secure a law prohibiting
discrimination against gays; assertions on the television show "The 700 Club" that gays were
child molesters and sadomasochistic killers; the conference of the Gay Press Association in
Philadelphia; and the defeat of a gay rights bill in the Washington state legislature.

206170

Intergay Report 1983 May 11
An international gay news report for the week of May 11, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the closing of a gay newspaper in London; the banning of a gay film festival in
Colombia; the elimination of a state sodomy law in Wisconsin; the defeat of a gay rights bill in
New York state; the spread of AIDS in Alaska; accusations that the Roman Catholic Church is
attempting to whitewash the "Gallilia Affair", three centuries after the commission of the
crime; a meeting of the International Gay Association Network of America in Toronto; the
discharge of five Navy personnel for alleged lesbian activities; and the Italian gay movement.

206165

Intergay Report 1983 May 18
An international gay news report for the week of May 18, 1983. This report includes
segments on: legislation limiting the contributions that can be made by political action
committees in presidential campaigns; municipal elections in Denver and Philadelphia; Dan
White's release from prison and conditions of his parole; a hepatitis epidemic in Anchorage,
Alaska; the Human Dignity awards banquet in New York City; the dismissal of a gay man from
the U. S. Navy; a proposed sodomy law in Texas; proposed restrictions on sexually-oriented
businesses in Houston; a proposed ordinance that would prohibit landlords from evicting
tenants for having live-in gay lovers; violent attacks on members of the Boston Gay People's
Alliance; a neo-Nazi rally to be held in Kalamazoo, Michigan; a series of radio spots on gay
history that have been broadcast on Philadelphia radio stations.

206175

Intergay Report 1983 May 25
An international gay news for the week of May 25, 1983. This report includes segments on:
the rejection of a gay rights bill in Maine; the selection of a new executive director for the
Human Rights Campaign Fund; the rejection by five corporations of a proposal to cut off
corporate contributions to colleges whose placement offices require employers to pledge not
to discriminate against gays; the conviction of five former Philadelphia policemen for extortion
of gay businesses; the conviction of several youths in Amsterdam for assaulting gays; a
proposed law in California that would prevent persons from profiting from selling stories of
crimes for which they have been convicted; a conference of gay fathers held in Denver; the
death of a girl in Mashad, Iran, who was arrested and publicly whipped for wearing shorts; the
indictment of four Miami policemen for shooting black men; and a French government ban on
the import of blood from the U. S., because it had been implicated in the spread of AIDS in
Europe.

206217

Intergay News Service 06/01/1983
An international gay news report for the week of June 1, 1983. This report includes segments
on: new treatments for AIDS; the involvement of gays and lesbians in planning a
demonstration against Reagan Administration policies in Central America; the formation of an
organization of gay Democrats in North Carolina; and a review of the movie "Tender Mercies".

206172

Intergay Report 1983 June 8
An international gay news report for the week of June 8, 1983. This report includes segments
on: the election of a right-wing anti-gay municipal government in Nantz, France; the European
community's commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Nazi destruction of the German
gay movement; a proposed gay rights bill in the Minnesota legislature; a Dallas city council
resolution calling for additional federal funding for AIDS research; a civil suit filed against
Sohio Oil Company for discrimination against gay men; a judge in Minnesota who pleaded
guilty to hiring male prostitutes; a gay rodeo held in Denver, Colorado; several gay sports
tournaments held in the last week; and a review of "Psycho II".
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206173

Intergay Report 1983 June 15
An international gay news report for the week of June 15, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a gay rights bill passed by the Massachusetts legislature; a proposed gay rights
bill in California; an editorial in the Advocate calling for the ouster of Steven Endings as the
leader of the Gay Rights National Lobby and the Human Rights Campaign Fund; the arrest of
186 women in Australia who were commemorating armistice day with a march protesting the
rape of women that occurs in wartime; the forced closure of a gay bar in Melbourne; the
closing of the Alaska Gay and Lesbian Resource Center; the formation of a national AIDS
federation to lobby for funding for additional research; a national gay conference held in
Denver; and a memorial in New York for those who have died from AIDS-related causes.

206262

Intergay News Service 1983 June 22
An international gay news report for the week of June 22, 1983. This report includes segment
on: a meeting between the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and White House officials;
reports on the spread of AIDS in the main stream media; accusations by gay leaders in the
District of Columbia that the publisher of The Advocate is using the publication to carry out
personal vendettas; the denial of parole to Air Force Lieutenant Joan Nowak; attempts by
embalmers to stop work on the corpses of AIDS victims; homophobia in the New York tristate area; the dismissal of a lawsuit against the Christopher Street parade; and a review of
the movie, "Shadow of Angels".

206159

Intergay Report 1983 June 29
An international gay news report for the week of June 29, 1983. The report includes
segments on: commemorations of Christopher Street Liberation Day; the New York City
Health Commissioner's announcement that the rate in the increase of reported AIDS cases
has slowed; a Federal judicial decision expected to have an impact on the repeal of the
District of Columbia's sodomy law; and a proposed law in Philadelphia that would prohibit
employers from reimbursing employees for membership in clubs that discriminate against
gays.

206171

Intergay Report 1983 July
An international gay news report for the week of July 6, 1983. This report includes segments
on: Jerry Falwell's advocacy of closing gay bath houses and extensive questionnaires for
blood donors to mitigate the spread of AIDS; a proposed bill to allocate 2. 5 million dollars for
AIDS research by the Pennsylvania senate; an apology from the New York Times executive
editor for not reporting an event sponsored by the Gay Men's Health Crisis; the release of an
uncut version of the film, "A Star is Born"; the spread of AIDS among Haitian immigrants; the
establishment of an AIDS hotline in Washington, D. C.; the Human Rights Campaign Fund;
and a review of the film "Octopussy".

206174

Intergay Report 1983 July 13
An international gay news report for the week of July 13, 1983. This report includes segments
on: Eastern Europe's participation in the International Gay Association Congress; the
passage of a fair employment bill in California; The Wall Street Journal's rejection of ads from
Atlas Savings and Loan Association; the indictment of former California Senator John Briggs
for shooting at a process server; an AIDS fund raiser held in Clair Clairborn's home; the
spread of AIDS in Alaska; harassment of homosexuals in the military; and a review of the
movie, "Twilight Zone".

206222

Intergay Report 1983 July 20
An international gay news report for the week of July 20, 1983. This report includes segments
on: accusations of racial discrimination within the gay community; a Ku Klux Klan march in
Dallas, Texas; gay support for the presidential candidacy of US Senator Alan Cranston;
Congressman Gerry Studds' public announcement that he is gay; a dispute between the
leadership of Gay Rights National Lobby and the gay newspaper, The Advocate; a lesbian
candidate for the board of supervisors in San Francisco; a proposed fair employment bill in
California, which would prohibit discrimination against gays; four hospital workers who have
contracted AIDS; a high school gay activist who brought a male date to a school dance; and a
review of the Australian film, "Puberty Blues".

206169

Intergay Report 1983 July 28
An international gay news report for the week of July 28, 1982. This report includes segments
on: the adoption of pro-gay positions by two of Brazil's political parties; the reinstatement of a
discrimination board by government of New South Wales; a protest against the Minneapolis
chief of police for covering up gay bashing incidents; a proposed gay rights bill in
Philadelphia; the second Latin American and Caribbean Women's Conference; Johnny
Mathis' public announcement that he is gay; the fourth annual Mexican Gay and Lesbian
Conference; a hepatitis vaccine; and the second Black Lesbian Conference.
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Intergay Report 1983 August 4
An international gay news report for the week of August 4, 1983. The format of this report
was significantly altered because the producer was ill. There is only a brief presentation of
news. Most of the program is taken up with a discussion of the difficulties in producing the
program and phone calls from listeners.

206226

Intergay News Service 1983 August 17
An international gay news report for the week of August 17, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the election of a gay mayor in Laguna Beach, California; the election of a
lesbian as President of the Student Bar Association at Temple University; the possible parole
of Dan White, the murderer of Harvey Milk; the opening of "La Cage Aux Folles" in New York
City; the spread of AIDS in West Germany, Haiti and The Dominican Republic; the recall of KY lubricant jelly, produced by Johnson and Johnson; an autopsy conducted on the body of the
writer, Tennessee Williams; and a review of the movie, "One Deadly Summer".

206225

Intergay Report 1983 August 24
An international gay news report for the week of August 24, 1983. This report include
segments on: the release of Air Force Lieutenant Joan Nowak, a lesbian, who had been
charged with drug and sexual offenses; an unnamed gay man employed by the State
Department who was appointed to a high ranking diplomatic post in a Western country; a
consent decree signed by the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania in which the city agrees to halt
the police harassment of the gay community; Irvin Conway, an openly gay candidate for the
Baltimore city council; "Before Stonewall", a documentary about the history of the gay
movement; resistance to gay and lesbian participation in the twentieth anniversary of Martin
Luther King's march on Washington; a fund-raising marathon for AIDS research; and
comments on gay rights made by Rev. Jerry Falwell in Alaska.

206224

Intergay Report 1983 August 31
An international gay news report for the week of August 31, 1983. This report includes
segments on: gay and lesbian participation in the march on Washington commemorating the
1963 march led by Martin Luther King; a rally in Anchorage commemorating the 1963 march
on Washington; the second Latin American Women's Conference held in Colombia; the first
conference of Colombian gays and Lesbians held in Bogota, Colombia; celebrations in Dallas
commemorating the overturning of the Texas sodomy law; a 1. 2 million dollar law suit filed
against Numbers, a gay bar, for racial discrimination; a rodeo at Madison Square Garden, the
profits from which will be used for AIDS research; and a Finnish gay group that was banned
from renting a disco in Helsinki for gay dances.

206227

Intergay Report 1983 September 7
An international gay news report for the week of September 7, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the response of gay Catholics to anti-gay remarks made by the Pope; a
conference of the International Gay Association held in Vienna; the dismissal of a gay pilot by
the Israeli Air Force; the court-martial of a US Navy Captain for homosexual activities; recent
articles on AIDS in The New England Journal of Medicine; the spread of AIDS in
Scandinavian countries; the discharge of a US Air Force officer with AIDS; the death of
Wallace Hamilton in New York City; a play about AIDS that opened in Chicago; political
endorsements by the Houston Gay Political Caucus; an review of the horror movie, "Kujo".

206218

Intergay News Service 1983 October 5
An international gay news report for the week of October 5, 1983. This report includes
segments on: efforts by the governor of California to keep former police officer Dan White
imprisoned for life; the death of Michael Stewart, following his arrest by New York City Transit
Police; a court ruling allowing a gay immigrant to be denied citizenship on the basis of his
sexual orientation; political endorsements by a Cincinnati gay organization; a fund raising
rodeo sponsored by Gay Men's Health Crisis in Madison Square Garden; the funding of an
AIDS study in Chicago; a survey in Houston indicating that Catholics, marijuana smokers,
gays, and the poor all have a higher risk of AIDS than the rest of the population; and an
attempt to evict a doctor in Greenwich Village (New York City) for treating AIDS patients.

206220

Intergay Report 1983 October 12
An international gay news report for the week October 12, 1982. This report includes
segments on: AIDS vigils held in various localities in the US; the controversy over the autopsy
of Michael Stewart, who was murdered in New York; comments on gay rights by Rev. Jesse
Jackson; the approval of a civil rights bill by the Massachusetts House of Representatives;
the refusal of Southern Methodist University to recognize a gay student organization; a legal
challenge to the marriage of a transsexual; a national conference of gay rights organizations
held in San Diego; and a review of the film "The Big Chill".
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206219

Intergay News Service 1983 October 19
An international gay news report for the week of October 19, 1983. This report includes
segments: the resignation of Steve Ending, the leader of the Gay Rights National Lobby; a
conference of the Black Gay Men's and Women's Community in Washington, D. C.; an out-ofcourt settlement between the Badlands, a gay bar in Washington D. C., and Black and White
Men Together, in a suit alleging racial discrimination; police harassment of gays in Argentina;
the formation of a gay organization in the Soviet Union; raids on gay clubs in Sidney,
Australia; gay political support for Mayor Goode, of Philadelphia; the appointment of an
openly gay man to a position on the Washington D. C. Commission on Latino Community
Development; and a review of the Russian film, "The New Babylon".

206221

Intergay Report 1983 November 2
An international gay news report for the week of November 2, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the removal of David Rothenberg, a gay activist, from the New York City
Human Rights Commission; an executive order issued by New York Governor Mario Cuomo
prohibiting discrimination against gays in state employment; assertions that the Democratic
candidate for governor of Mississippi had hired homosexual prostitutes; a disciplinary hearing
for a Minneapolis judge who was convicted of hiring homosexual prostitutes; an Anchorage
lesbian seeking custody of her children; the reversal of a judicial ruling finding sex
discrimination in the case of a news anchor woman at KNBC who was demoted because of
her age; the testimony of lesbians at a Philadelphia hearing on the needs of women; research
showing a correlation between AIDS and the presence of a blood fungus; the spread of AIDS
among blacks and Latinos; and a lesbian character on the soap opera, "All My Children".

206234

Intergay News Service 1983 November 9
An international gay news report for the week of November 9, 1983. This report includes
segments on: lobbying efforts of the National Gay Task Force; proposed domestic partners
legislation in Minneapolis; the impact of the gay community on Houston elections; the position
of the National Organization of Women towards the Reagan administration; the award of joint
custody of a child to a gay father in Texas; a symposium on gay teenagers held at the annual
conference of the American Academy of Pediatrics; the reorganization and temporary closing
of the Gay and Lesbian Community Center in Philadelphia; a possible connection between
hepatitis B and AIDS; and review of the movie, "Streamers".

206235

Intergay News Service 1983 November 16
An international gay news report for the week of November 16, 1983. This report includes
segments on: legislation in the Mexican state of Jalisco that brands gays and lesbians as a
social danger; the establishment of a gay rights organization in Peru; the participation of gays
in a general strike in British Columbia, Canada; media coverage of the gay and lesbian
movements in Indonesia; an 83-year sentence given to a man in Alaska for producing
teenage pornography; the election of a pro-gay black mayor in Philadelphia; the election of a
gay city councilman in Minneapolis; and a review of the movie "Born in Flames".

206228

Intergay Report 1983 November 23
An international gay news report for the week of November 23, 1983. This report includes
segments on: a decision by the Department of Justice not to prosecute Dan White for civil
rights violations in the murder of Harvey Milk; the position of presidential candidate John
Glenn on gay rights; an executive order issued by New York Governor Mario Cuomo
prohibiting the dismissal of state employees because of sexual orientation; a gay rights bill
that was defeated in Chicago; the election of a gay mayor in Key West, Florida; a protest
against anti-gay laws in New South Wales, Australia; civil cases relating to gay rights that may
reach the Supreme Court; and a proposed law in San Francisco that would restrict the right to
smoke in public places.

206229

Intergay Report 1983 November 30
An international gay news report for the week of November 30, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the arrest of a gay activist in Niagara Falls, Canada on charges of rape; the
arrest of thirty male prostitutes in a sting operation in Houston; the election of a gay city
councilman in Boston; a court ruling challenging the US Army's policy of discharging gays
and lesbians; the possibility that AIDS was caused by germ warfare; the spread of AIDS in
Africa; a proposal to decriminalize homosexuality in Hong Kong; and a review of the television
movie "The Day After".
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206166

Intergay Report 1983 December 7
An international gay news report for the week of December 7, 1983. This report includes
segments on: the execution of Robert Sullivan, a gay prisoner in Florida; police entrapment of
gay men in London; the Lesbian and Gay Student Conference in Belfast, Ireland; a report by
Americas Watch on human rights in Cuba; proposed gay rights legislation in Belgium and
Switzerland; a ruling by the Massachusetts Supreme Court bearing on the age of consent; an
officer in the U. S. Navy who was court-martialled for being homosexual; a civil suit brought
against the FBI for spying on members of the gay community; and the New York Gay Film
Festival.

206161

Intergay Report 1983 December 21
An international gay news report for the week of December 21, 1983. The report includes
segments on: The New York City Board of Estimate's expected approval of the sale of an
unused high school for $1. 5 million, which is to be used as a gay and lesbian center; the
granting of death benefits to the gay lover of a deceased government employee by a
California state court; an Arizona politician's suggestion that gays should be used for medical
experiments; and the relationship of herpes to AIDS.

206164

Intergay Report 1983 December 28
An international gay news report for the week of December 28, 1983. The report includes
segments on: National Security Agency employees whose jobs were threatened when they
were found to be gay; Dan White's release from prison; raids on gay bars in Mexicali, Mexico;
discrimination in hiring by the Salvation Army in New York City; fund-raising for a gay
community center in New York City; the formation of the Arctic Gay and Lesbian Association
at the University of Alaska; the prosecution of the members of the Pedophile Information
Exchange in Great Britain; a national blood drive started by U. S. gay organizations; a petition
drive by the American Family Association to close all gay businesses; and the presence of
conservative fund-raiser Terry Dolan at an all-gay cocktail party.

206188

Intergay Report - Public Service Announcement undated
A public service announcement for Intergay, featuring a story on a demonstration
commemorating Christopher Street Liberation Day.

206189

Intergay Report - Public Service Announcement undated
A public service announcement promoting the Intergay News Report. Time: 1:28.

5.2 Audio Recordings of Miscellaneous Radio and Television Productions
1956-1982
Consists of off-the-air audio recordings of radio and television programs, and audio productions
that were prepared for broadcast on radio. The recordings include a number of programs that
were produced for a gay audience in the early 1980s, most of which were broadcast on one of
the Pacifica Network radio stations. These programs feature news, interviews and discussions
of issues of concern to the gay community, as well as dramatic and musical performances.
There are also recordings of radio and television talk shows in which homosexuality was
discussed, which document the changing attitudes towards homosexuals in American society
from the 1950s to the 1970s.
206260

Picketing Gay Bars 1981
A radio program documenting the picketing of Circles, a gay bar in New York City, by the
organization, Black and White Men Together. The picketing, which took place on February 4,
1981, was to protest treatment of blacks in the bar.

206271

Christiana Riot undated
A radio documentary on the Christiana Riot, an incident in which residents of Christiana,
Pennsylvania, refused to return escaped slaves. The documentary includes excerpts from
interviews with descendants of slaves, slave-owners, and residents of Christiana. Among
those interviewed are Peter Woods, William Parker, Edward Gorsett and Elizabeth Parker.

206241

Inquest at Christiana undated
A docudrama produced by the Minds Eye Theatre, which was adapted from historical
documentation on the fugitive slave resistance at Christiana, Pennsylvania. Featured players
include: Jonathan Katz, Loews Adler, Jay Barnnel, Kristol Field, Brandon Hall, Walter Jones,
Frank McFee, Marvin Pisner, Aston Young, John Bassett and Edward Walker.

206237

The Escape of a Slave 1967
A radio drama, entitled "The Escape of the Slave", produced as part of the WBAI series "99.5
Radio Theatre." The performers include Jonathan Katz, Loews Adler, Niger Aconi, Susan
Batson, Allen Becker, Gerald Fritz, Robert Lander, Margo Luiten, Frank McFee, David
Martilis, Eric Nord and Douglas Ross.
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206272

The Problem of Homosexuals in Boston undated
A segment of the radio show "Contact", hosted by Bob Kennedy on WBZ in Boston. This
segment, the subject of which was homosexuality in Boston, featured interviews with Ray
Daniels, International President of the American Association of Clinical Counseling, and
Father Kenneth Murphy, a Catholic priest from the Boston area. The program includes an
audio "tour" of gay bars in Boston.

206147

"David Susskind Show" on Underground Film and Theatre 1970 December 7?
A recording of the audio portion of a segment of the David Susskind television show, which
features a discussion of "underground" film and theatre. The guests are Andy Warhol, and
members of the "Factory", including Michael Sklar, Holly Woodlawn, Tally Brown, Bruce
Pechver, Paul Morrisey, Jackie Curtis, Taylor Mead and Andrea Whips.

206265

"Defamation" undated
An audio documentary hosted by Harvey Fierstein and produced by the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation, which documents the electronic media's bias against the gay
community. Excerpts from programs such as "The Bob Grant Show" and "The Howard Stern
Show" are presented as examples of the media's depiction of gays.

206155

Poetry and Music for "Gay Day" 1980
A program of poetry and music produced by Rudy Grillo and broadcast on WBAI in 1980. The
performances are as follows: "Christopher Street"; selections of poetry by Walt Whitman (14:
40); "The Color of His Hair" (24: 20); an the "Rape Poem" (27: 13); "The Cheri Blossoms"
(Side B); "We Bumped Off Your Friend, the Poet" (4: 10); "The Love of Older Men" (10: 33);
"He Who Loved All Men" (13: 52); and "Fairies Are Dancing All Over the World" (19: 58).

206261

Gay Freedom Day Parade 1978
A radio program describing the Eighth Annual Gay Freedom Day Parade sponsored by the
Golden Gay Business Association in San Francisco in 1978. The program was broadcast on
KPFA in Berkeley.

206098

Christopher Street Liberation Day Committee (CLDC) on WBAI 1974 March
28
The first 26 minutes of this recording is a radio program entitled "Gay Pride", broadcast on
WBAI on March 28, 1974. This features an interview with five members of the Christopher
Street Liberation Day Committee. They discuss a gay pride festival that is to be held in
Central Park on June 30, 1974; the various gay groups that will be involved in the festival; a
march up Sixth Avenue that will precede the event; opposition to these activities within the
gay community; the role of gay bars in the march; the relationship between the civil rights and
feminist movements and the gay rights movement. The remainder of the recording consists of
a brief radio news story about demonstration by gay activists in response to opposition to the
Christopher Street Liberation Day March, which was broadcast on April 17, 1974. This is
followed by recordings of several songs, also taped from a radio broadcast. Time 57:42.

206103

Gay Rap - WBAI 1983 September 21
A recording of the radio program Gay Rap, broadcast on WBAI on September 21, 1983. The
program focuses on the March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights in 1977 and the
handling of finances for the march. Questions about the handling of funds were first raised by
the gay group, Pentheus. The Attorney General was called in to investigate the matter in
1982.

206069

Gay Youth Rap 1980
A recording of a show for young gay people on broadcast radio station WBAI. The program
features a discussion with members of the Gay Youth Group of New York, a support group,
most of whose members are not of legal age. A brief history of the organization is given, after
which the participants describe the services offered by their group. They also discuss other
organizations including Parents of Gays and Middle Earth [Switchboard?]. The program
includes listener phone calls.

206246

Lee Graham Interviews undated
This tape includes interviews concerning the use of music as therapy for persons with serious
illness, and recordings of songs that are used in this therapy. The interviews, apparently
conducted by Lee Graham, are with Hazel Hapin, Nora Helen and Erin Star. Features songs
include: "Art Thou Troubled", "Kalinka", "Summertime", "Swan Lake" and "Oh What a
Beautiful City".

206238

Discussion of Homosexuality 1965
A recording of a discussion between Dr. George Ham, Professor John Hanningman and
Professor Melvin Shim. They discuss common misconceptions about homosexuality and the
social consequences.
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206274

I Am, Are You? undated
A recording of a weekly gay radio show broadcast on KPFK in Los Angeles. This program
features a number of gay news stories, including: a gay bar that burned down; a gay beach; a
professor killed by homosexuals; and a lesbian woman seeking custody of her child and child
support.

206143

"Laugh and Be Gay" 1979 October 24
A radio program produced by Rudy Grillo, which was broadcast on WBAI on October 24,
1979. The program features humorous routines dealing with homosexuality. It opens with a
piece from "All in the Family." This is followed by routines by Lenny Bruce (4: 34), Noel
Coward (11: 23), Cyril Richard (14: 30), Minette (17: 23), Bea Lillie (21: 30), and Jimmy
Durante (29: 55). The program also includes songs with a humorous content including "There
are Fairies at the Bottom of my Garden" (24: 28) and "Fairies Everywhere" (27: 43). Side B
features a routine by Charles Pierce.

206252

The Lesbians undated
A radio show produced by Pacifica Radio featuring a conversation between nine lesbians
recorded in one of their homes in Greenwich Village. Topics of discussion include: how a
woman becomes a lesbian, social attitudes toward lesbians, relationships between lesbians
and straight women, traumatic experiences with straight society, prejudice among lesbians,
long-term lesbian relationships and homosexual marriages.

206245

The Life of Marilyn Monroe undated
A collection of songs, readings and a play of the life of Marilyn Monroe, apparently produced
for radio broadcast.

206255

"Homosexuality: Disease or Way of Life?" circa 1956
This recording begins with a recording of the song "Getting to Know You" and a radio news
segment. This is followed by a recording of a radio talk show featuring interviews with Ralph
Walker, an architect, and Dr. Edmund Bergler, a psychologist. The latter guest discusses his
recently published book, Homosexuality: Disease or Way of Life. Dr. Bergler argues that
homosexuality is a personality disorder.

206275

A Page from Gay History undated
An audio production created for radio broadcast by Pink Triangle Radio. The production
features an historical anecdote about the Lucy Hicks, the madam of a brothel, who turned out
to be man.

206066

North American Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) 1982 December 30
A segment of the Phil Donahue television show aired on December 30, 1982, featuring a
discussion with David Thorsted, a founding member of the North American Man-Boy Love
Association (NAMBLA). Thorsted participates in a debate concerning relationships between
men and boys. Jill Haddad, a victim of sexual abuse as a child, opposes NAMBLA's position.
There is a discussion about pedophilia in general, and the specific case of Etan Patz, a young
boy who had disappeared several weeks earlier. The segment includes listener phone calls.
Time: 30:45.

206080

Police Raid "Blues" (a gay bar) 1982 October 2
A recording of a broadcast hosted by David Winger on October 2, on WBAI radio. The
program provides a detailed account of a New York City police raid on the gay bar, "Blues"
There are eye-witness accounts of the incident. Many witnesses said they were beaten, but
there were apparently no arrests. The police account stated that two officers in the bar were
attacked.

206056

Police Raid "Blues" (a gay bar), part 2 1982 October 2
Part 2 of a recording of coverage of the 3rd annual Gay Day as broadcast on radio WBAI in
New York City. The recording includes interviews with witnesses to a raid and riot at a bar
named "Blues".

206239

Racism in the Black Community undated
A recording of an unidentified meeting featuring a discussion on racism in the black
community.

206148

"Recollections of a Part Time Lady" 07/23/1980
A radio program produced by Rudy Grillo that was broadcast on WBAI on July 23, 1980.
Minette, a female impersonator, is interviewed about his career as an entertainer. He also
discusses his involvement in the gay rights movement, and (on Side B) gay life in the 1940s.
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206097

Sadomasochism undated
A radio program on sadomasochism broadcast on radio station KPFA in Berkeley, which
features interviews with both heterosexual and homosexual members of the Janus Society.
They discuss their reasons for enjoying in sadomasochism; social attitudes towards it; and
the position of feminists towards it. The program also includes musical presentations.
Following the radio program, there is a brief discussion concerning sex with young boys.

206236

"Should Homosexuals Marry?" undated
A recording of a discussion between Dr. Harold Michael Smith, Vicky Martin, Dr. S. E. Graw
and Mrs. Steiner on the issue of whether or not homosexuals should marry persons of the
opposite sex.

206040

David Rothenberg on the Tom Snyder Show circa 1980
This tape contains two recordings. The first 17 minutes appear to be a recording of a
segment of the Tom Snyder show. One of the guests is David Rothenberg, a spokesman for
gay rights; the other is a minister who heads "In God We Trust", an organization that opposes
gay rights. The second recording on the tape is an interview with an unidentified lawyer who
teaches political science. The subject of the interview is municipal politics in New York City
during the administration of Edward Koch. The interviewee discuses a gay rights bill, and the
attitude of public officials towards gay rights. Interview with Political Scientist, undated.

206253

Musical Performances undated
A collection of commercially recorded musical performances, which appear to have been
compiled for a radio broadcast. The songs include: "I Feel Pretty", "Maria", "I Like to Live in
America", "Getting to Know You", "Do Re Me", "Wouldn't it be Loverly" and "If This Isn't Love".

5.3 Open Channel Television Programs 1972-1976
Consists of programs that were aired on Open Channel, a public access cable television
program that provided video equipment and air time to individuals and community groups in
New York City in the early 1970s. There are also outtakes of original video footage that was
shot for some of these programs.
The videotapes include recordings of several New York musical groups (see list below under
CAPS), a number of videos documenting the treatment of mental patients, recordings of efforts
to determine how the community would like public access channels to be used, and videotape
training session. There are also videotapes produced by various community groups. Especially
noteworthy is a video recording of a demonstration in Central Park on Angela Davis Day. The
bulk of the tapes date from 1971-1972.
210682

Drasin-Camera Class 1971
A video recording of a class on television production offered in 1971. This session covers
lighting, camera work, lenses, framing, and includes an explanation of how the electronic
signals create a video image. Black and white, video.

210678

Ivan Curry's Directing Class 1972
A video recording of a class on television directing offered by Open Channel in 1972. Reel 2
of 2 Black and white, video.

210679

Celanese Videotape Center undated (black and white, video)
A video recording of a tour of a television studio at the Celanese Videotape Center given to
students of the Warren High School Electronic Workshop.

210681

Angela Davis Day demonstration undated (black and white, video)
A video recording of a demonstration which was held in Central Park early in the 1970s to
protest the imprisonment of Angela Davis. The protest features music by a church choir,
speeches by two local activists, and a speech by comedian Dick Gregory.

210660

CAPS: Staten Island Ferry-Ain Jacobs 1972
An Open Channel featuring a video recording of a jazz concert given by Ain Jacobs and his
band. Black and white, video.

210662

CAPS: Black Music Group "Smoke" 1972 July
An Open Channel production featuring a New York performance of the musical group, Smoke,
founded by Jimmy Jackson.

210661

CAPS: Noren: Angel 1972 June
A video recording, dated June 1972, of a gathering of people on the street. One of them is
called Angel, because she has a pair of wings on her back. The audio quality on this
recording is poor, making it difficult to understand the conversation.
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210659

Clown Celebration 1972 August 5
An Open Channel production featuring footage of a Clown Celebration held at Central Park in
August of 1972. Black and white, video.

210655

George Washington High School graffiti artist undated
An Open Channel production featuring an interview with a graffiti artist from George
Washington High School.

210677

Discussions on Poverty: Newark 1976
An Open Channel production that features a discussion of busing as a means of integration
and documents the effects it has on the poor. The program also addresses unemployment
and other issues relating to urban poverty. Black and white, video.

210656

Exploring Inner Space 1972 December 21
An Open Channel production featuring dramatic performances by unidentified black actors.
Black and white, video.

V00056

Street Interviews at Madison and 68th St 1972
A series of street interviews conducted by Open Channel in 1972. The interviews are about
public access television programming.

210687

Concerned Citizens Committee on Public Access Television, pt. 1 1973
Part 1 of a video recording of an Open Channel committee meeting held in 1973 to discuss
programming policies. In this segment of the recording, the committee discussed the type of
programs that some have deemed offensive, especially gay programming. The works of
producer Anton Perich are discussed at length.

210688

Concerned Citizens Committee on Public Access Television, pt. 2 1973
Part 2 of a video recording of an Open Channel committee meeting held in 1973 to discuss
programming policies. In this segment of the recording, there is a discussion of the value of
public access programming and some of the programs that have been featured on Open
Channel over the previous year.

210683

Public Access Planning Meeting, Pt. 1 1973 March 14
Part 1 of a video recording of a meeting on public access programming held on March 14,
1973. Jacqueline Woods chaired this meeting of the Interim Public Access Committee, which
was held in a church. The meeting featured reports from several committees, including a
public relations committee and a legal committee. There were question and answer periods
following each report. The participation of Open Channel in the meeting was continually
challenged by members of the Public Access Celebration Committee, which caused the
meeting frequently to become disorderly. This recording continues on tape #V00060.

210684

Public Access Planning Meeting, Pt. 2 1973 March 14
Part 2 of a video recording of a meeting on public access programming held on March 14,
1973. This segment of the recording begins with questions and answers that followed the
report of the legal committee. This is followed by reports on the structure of the cable access
system and on community involvement. The question and answer periods, which followed
each report, became quite heated. This recording began on tape #V00059 and continues on
V00061.

210685

Public Access Planning Meeting, Pt. 3 1973 March 14
Part 3 of a video recording of a meeting on public access programming held on March 14,
1973. This segment includes reports on the funding, types of cable services, and the voting
process of the committee. The heated debates between advocates of greater public access
and Open Channel continue on this tape. This recording is continued from tape #V00060 and
continues on V00062.

210686

Public Access Planning Meeting, Pt. 4 1973 March 14
Part 4 of a video recording of a meeting on public access programming held on March 14,
1973. This segment includes an election report. Following this, there was a breakdown of
order in the meeting, as different factions engaged in heated arguments about public access
television. This recording is continued from tape #V00061.

210657

Whatever Happened to the New York Plan? undated (black and white, video)
A half hour segment of the Open Channel series "The Community News Service". This
segment features a report on the New York Plan, an effort to develop jobs for the minorities of
the city.

210658

Outtakes from Whatever Happened to the New York Plan? undated (black and
white, video)
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Mental Patients' Resistance 1971-1974
210675

Mental Patients' Resistance documentary 1974
There are two segments on this tape. The first is outtakes from the video documentary,
Mental Patients' Resistance, consisting of interviews with former mental patients. This is
followed by a recording of the completed documentary. The documentary was produced by
David Sasser and released by Global Village in 1974.

210667

Central Islip State Hospital #2 1971 December 20
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance". This tape consists of
an interview with a patient at Central Islip State Hospital, followed by a video recording of a
tour of the hospital.

210668

Central Islip State Hospital #3 1971 December 20 (black and white, video)
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance". This tape consists of
an interview with an administrator of Central Islip State Hospital, which was recorded on
December 20, 1971.

210670

Central Islip State Hospital, Tape II 1971
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This tape features
interviews with three current patients. They discuss their therapy, which includes shock
treatment.

210671

Central Islip State Hospital, Tape III 1971
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance". This tape consists of
graphics and video clips that were used as establishing shots in the documentary.

210672

Rockland County, tape 1 1972 January 4
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance". This tape begins with
footage of the road trip to Rockland County. This is followed by a video recording of a tour of
Rockland State Hospital, which includes an interview with an unidentified hospital official
concerning various hospital policies, including the use of shock treatment.

210673

Rockland County, tape 2 1972 January 4
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This is part 2 of a
video recording of a 1972 tour of Rockland State Hospital in Rockland County, New York.

210674

Rockland State Hospital tour / Street Interview 1972 January 7, 1972 May
Consists of outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This tape
begins with a video recording of a tour of Rockland State Hospital, which is continued from
videotape #210673. This is followed by an interview with a person outside the convention of
the American Psychiatric Association 1972, which is continued on tape #210663.

210663

Mental Patients Liberation, Demo Tape I
Outtakes from "Mental Patients' Resistance", a video documentary. This tape includes
interviews with a former patient of the Kingsbridge Veterans Hospital and with an activist for
the Mental Patients Liberation.

210664

Mental Patients vs. Psychiatrists, part 1 1972 May
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This tape is a video
recording of a meeting between members of Mental Patients Liberation (MPL) and
members of the psychiatric profession, which took place at the convention of the American
Psychiatric Association in 1971. During this meeting, the psychiatrists respond to charges
of abusive treatment of mental patients. Those present include: Dr. Alexander Levine, Dr.
Robert Campbell, Dr. Peter Goode [sp.?], Dick Whipple (coordinator of MPL), Judy
Chamberlain, and Barbara Fuller.

210665

Mental Patients vs. Psychiatrists, part 2 1972 May
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This tape is a
recording of a meeting between psychiatrists and members of the Mental Patients
Liberation (MPL). In this segment the participants discuss experiments conducted on
mental patients, the power of psychiatrists to force involuntary hospitalization, the use of
drugs in mental hospitals, and the rate of suicide among psychiatrists.

210666

Mental Patients vs. Psychiatrists, part 3 1972 May
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." There are several
segments on this tape. The first is part 2 of a meeting of psychiatrists and members of
Mental Patients Liberation (MPL) at the convention of the American Psychiatric Association.
This is followed by an interview with an art teacher about an art program for children. The
final segment consists of musical performances by a series of Irish performers.
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210676

Mental Patients' Resistance - Still Visuals
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance." This tapes consists of
a series of still visuals of mental patients and mental hospitals, some of which were used for
the documentary on mental hospitals.

210669

Patients-Lib at EV Tape II
Outtakes from the video documentary, "Mental Patients' Resistance". This tape consists of a
group interview with former mental patients. They discuss various aspects of their
experiences as patients, including the physical conditions and food in mental hospitals, the
dignity of mental patients, and shock treatment.

5.4 Gay Films 1974-1980
Consists of two erotic films and a documentary film featuring interviews with gay men produced
in 1974.
493961, 493962

Against the Rules 1980 (Color, Super 8 mm, silent.)
A gay erotic film starring John Kincaid, Eric Nolte, and Mac Turner, produced by Falcon
Productions.

217979

Untitled gay erotic film (8 mm, silent.)

210748

A Gay View/Male 1974 (color, 16mm film)
A documentary film by Laird Sutton, produced by the Multi-Media Resource Center for the
National Sex Forum in 1974. The film features interviews with gay men, who discuss
relationships between men and women, problems of intimacy between men in straight
culture, and the meaning of gay identity.

6. International Gay Information Center Records 1983, undated
Consists of recordings of IGIC meetings concerning the development of a gay archives, and
phone messages from the organization's answering machines. They appear to date from the
early 1980s.
206087

IGIC Answering Machine Messages undated
A recording of two phone messages. One is from John Cavenaugh in Detroit asking about
some papers and the other is from Arthur asking about a tour.

206102

IGIC Answering Machine messages undated
This is the answering machine tape of the International Gay Information Center. There are
various recorded messages concerning meetings they are to have. Operator recorded
messages and extended dial tones have been omitted.

206088

IGIC Board of Trustees Meeting 11/13/1983
A recording of a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the International Gay Information Center
held on November 13, 1983. The trustees discuss the duties and terms of various officers of
the board; the finances of the organization; the appointment of a curator to collect materials
relating to gay theatre; the possibility of remodeling part of their office space; the nomination of
officers; the purchase of microfilm equipment; the videotaping of plays; the appointment of a
finance committee; and possibilities for fund raising. Time: 49:51.

206101

International Gay History Archives Meeting undated
A recording of a meeting featuring a talk by John Hammond and Bruce Eves, two founders of
the International Gay Information Center about the International Gay History Archives. They
discuss the history of the archives and describe the contents of its collections.

Audio Visual Materials Added Since 1992 1971-1997
I. Commercial Material
Cassettes and Compact Discs
2233767

Rob Costin, Rob Costin 1993

233770

John E. Giles, Songs for All Seasons undated

233763

Michael Seyfrit, The Desert Peach I 1992

2233764

Michael Seyfrit, The Desert Peach II 1992

233769

Tom Wilson Weinberg, Don't Mess with Mary 1994

233762

Tom Wilson Weinberg, Get Used to It 1993
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Audio Visual Materials Added Since 1992 (cont.)
I. Commercial Material (cont.)
Cassettes and Compact Discs (cont.)
233765

Tom Wilson Weinberg, Ten Percent Revue 1987

233766

Laura Wetzler, The Jesse Helms Sampler (side A); Unplugged, (side B)
1990

Films
Eight Millimeter (All are gay male erotica).
217981

After Business Hours undated

217984

Alan undated

217980

Danny undated

217983

Greg undated

217985

Ken undated

217982

Monty undated
Phonograph Records
45 rpm:.

235804

Gwen Avery, Sugar Mama 1977
Side One: Sugar Mama; Side Two: Teresa Trull, Woman-Loving Women.

235807

Sandy Baron, God Save the Queens 1972

235892

Bee Jays, My Boyfriend's Back undated

235890

Bruno Beats, Dig That Disc!, Dance 'Til Ya' Drop undated

236265

Davis, Madeline, Stonewall Nation 1971
(Side A); From the Steps of the Capitol.

235889

Bill Folk, We are Here 1982
(includes lyric sheet).

235893

Lynn Frizzel, Hurricane Anita 1977
(Side A) (Side B: Ron Kaufman, Anita's Crusaders.

235894

Bobbie Gentry, Ode to Billie Joe, Mississippi Delta

235895

C. Henderson, B. Patterson, B. Campbell, Fired Up, (Can't Take No More)
undated

235896

MX 80 Sound, White Night, Someday You'll be King 1980

235898

New Freedom, Come Out, Come Out 1976
(includes lyric sheet).

235897

Sector 27, Can't Keep Away, Not Ready 1980

235899

Stop Homophobia 1993
(artists include Fagbash, Black Angel's Death Song, Pansy Division, and Happy Flowers;
includes pamphlet with interviews, articles, drawings, and comics).

235900

The Terrorists, Riis Park, Justice 1980

235810

Valentino, Liberation, I was Born this Way 1975

235902

Armand Zone Stay Cool, Dare I undated
Record Albums
LP's: A-M

233873

AC-DC Blues, Gay Jazz Reissues, Volume I 1977
Big Ego 1978
(the Dial-A-Poem Poets LP).

Blackberri and Friends, Finally 1981
Blondie, Parallel Lines 1978
David Bowie, Changesonebowie 1976
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Audio Visual Materials Added Since 1992 (cont.)
I. Commercial Material (cont.)
Record Albums (cont.)
LP's: A-M (cont.)

David Bowie, Station to Station 1976
David Bowie, Scary Monsters and Super Creeps 1980
Boy Meets Boy 1978
Bronski Beat, The Age of Consent 1984
Michael Cohen, Some of Us Had to Live 1975
Coming Out Ready or Not 1983
(various artists).

Alix Dobkin, Living with Lesbians 1976
235904

Maxine Feldman, Closet Sale 1979
Robin Flower, More Than Friends 1979
Steven Grossman, Caravan Tonight 1974
Homosexuality in the American Male undated
Janet Hood, Linda Langford, Jade and Sarsaparilla 1976
Grace Jones, Nightclubing 1981
Gay and Proud, A Living History of the Homosexual Rights Movement
1970 June 28

235809

Lavender Country 1973
Lesbian Feminist Liberation. A Few Loving Women undated 1970s
Ma Rainey, The Immortal Ma Rainey undated
Man to Man, Hottest of the Hot, Walk Like a Man undated
Miami Nightmare 1977
(recording of a concert held to raise funds to oppose Anita Bryant's Dade County initiative,
sponsored by the Foundation for Free Human Partnership).

Charlie Murphy, Catch the Fire 1981
LP's N-Z
The National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights 1979
New York Dolls 1973
Lou Reed, Coney Island 1976
Lou Reed, Lou Reed 1972
Lou Reed, Rock n' Roll Animal 1974
Lou Reed, Sally Can't Dance 1974
Chris Robinson and his Many Hand Band 1973
Tom Robinson, Sector 27 1980
Rolling Stones, Black and Blue 1976
Rolling Stones, Exile on Main Street 1972
(two record set).

Rolling Stones, Goats Head Soup 1973
Rolling Stones, Sticky Fingers
San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus, San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus
Tours America 1981 1981
Straight and Gay 1979
TRB, (Tom Robinson Band), Power in the Darkness 1977, 1978
Velvet Underground, White Light, White Heat 1973
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Audio Visual Materials Added Since 1992 (cont.)
I. Commercial Material (cont.)
Record Albums (cont.)
LP's N-Z (cont.)

Paul Wagner, To Be a Man undated
Walls to Roses, Songs of Changing Men 1979
Includes booklet two copies, one with record only.

Mae West, Great Balls of Fire 1972
Tom Wilson, All American Boy 1982
Tom Wilson, Gay Name and Game and Other Song 1979
Videos
Ira H. Gallen, Ronnie Dearest 1987 (video montage)
Rosa von Praunheim, City of Lost Souls
Rosa von Praunheim, Horror Vacuum
Rosa von Praunheim, It's not the Homosexual
Rosa von Praunheim, Survival in New York
Scare Films from the 1950s compiled by Prelinger Archives 1950
Boys Beware
Girls Beware
Missing Witness
Name Unknown
Big Man on Campus
II. Non- Commercial Material
220692

A. Cassette Tapes
Tape recording of a survey response for the Gay Report: Lesbians and Gay Men Speak Out
About Sexual Experiences and Lifestyles (1979), by Karla Jay and Allen Young. The
response is labeled "number 5544". Materials about the Gay Report may be found in the IGIC
Personal Papers Series and in the papers of Karla Jay located in the Manuscripts and
Archives Division.

B. Films
210750

Italian Festival/Fire Island/New York City circa 1970
Super-8 mm film of Fire Island, an Italian Festival, and a New York City "Love or Be In"

210749

Fire Island on the Fourth of July circa 1970

217979

Men walking in Times Square? 1940s

217978

C. Video Tapes
Gay Activists Alliance occupying the New York City Marriage Bureau in 1971, videotaped by
Randy Wicker.
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